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IIITRODUCTIOIT
"Praise de Lawd] We'se all fxee now, (...)
de white folks and de niggers too." (D
Such vras the sentiment of a negro toward the
end of the Reconstruction Era. It might well have
been applied to describe the liberation of Southern
women from a bondage of vaxjlng degrees and types,
ranging in intensity from conventional adherence to
custom, to the actual curtailment of personal liberty.
They had precious few "rights" as we understand the
term today.
The emancipation of the slaves profoimdly in-
fluenced the lives and characters of our Southern
v/omen. Slavery was so firmly rooted in their tradi-
tion they could not conceive an existence in which it
played no part. They were convinced that its collapse
would mean the destruction of all that was good and
fine in their lives. Yet this "peculiar institution"
actually operated to stifle the development of their
highest powers. When the dreaded catastrophe occurred,
they could not foresee that it would deliver them from
(1) Laura Krey, And Tell of Time, p. 504

the feudalistic civilization which restricted their
every activity. Paradoxical though it seems they were
to build from its ruins, a shining monument to their
ovm glorious courage. They were to emerge from the
ensuing chaos v/ith changed standards, newly developed
initiative, and unbeaten paths of opportunity opening
new vistas before them. They could have gained their
freedom in no other way than by the complete destaruc-
tion of slavery.
The cataclysm of Civil Y/ar v/rought great changes
in the thought and position of all the women in the
conquered area. To determine the degree and extent
of such a revolution requires an insight into condi-
tions prevailing before the War^s destruction effaced
them. In order to round out the picture, an appraisal
of changes which took place during the conflict, and
their consequent effects in the post-war era is
necessary. The period from I860 to 1877 has been
chosen for discussion, not because it represents a
complete cycle - far from it; but it does include within
that seventeen year span a transition from the old v/ay
of life to the beginning of a new and different one.
It signifies the period wherein the greatest changes
took place. The closing date marks the end of the
Reconstruction Governments and while the political

aspects of the period will not be considered, they were
influential in shaping the course of events which
brought about reversals of position, readjustments of
social status, and permutations of ideas.
The word "changes" has so many facets it may
very easily be misconstrued. It does not in this case
imply the coraplete suppression and ai'inihilation of the
aristocratic Southern y/oman, nor the resurrection into
noble womanhood of "poor white trash" and freed
negresses. Rather v/ill it attempt to show the destirac-
tion of old barriers and the general improvement of the
basic situation for these three classes of v/omen despite
the terrors of Wax and Reconstruction. The betterment
of conditions was not apparent to the actors in the
drama, but the necessary factors were, nevertheless,
present.
The object of this study is to survey the field
of modem novels dealing v;ith the period of Civil War
and Reconstruction, to determine what effect these events
had in changing the traditional status of women in the
South. Por validation of historical facts it will be
necessarji^, occasionally, to present authentic accounts
from Histories, and actual personal experiences as
related in Diaries and other forms of literatiire.

Historians, novelists, and magazine v/riters have
all oontributed greatly to a more thorough understanding
of the role played by women in the changing scene. So
far as the writer has been able to ascertain, no one has
combined fact and fancy, liistoiy and Literature, to
reveal the reactions of aristocrat, poor white, and
negro women, to events which changed the course of
their lives. The topic will be treated under three
headings. The first will deal vvdth women of the ante-
bellum South. The second will show ho?/ they responded
to the tocsin of War. The effects of Reconstruction on
these v/omen ivill be the final chapter.
Many American novelists have been intrigued by
the romantic possibilities offered by tales of the
Civil War. These have been handled in a variety of
?/ays. Some few have dealt with its influence on the
abolitionist North. Others have recorded its reactions
on the West, but the great majority found en almost
limitless field in the effects of the tragedy on the
South. The tinder which aided the great conflagration
wa,s the novel, "Uncle Tom's Cabin," by Harriet Beecher
Stowe - a Northeraer vfho was unfamiliar with the
Southern System which she so cruelly flayed. It created
a furore out of all proportion to its literacy value.

but it was a powerful indictment against slavery. It
gained more anti- slavery disciples than all the fiery
speeches of the abolitionists. As Richard Acton
heatedly declared,
"G-ood God, nobodji^ here realizes what Lirs. Stowe's
done with her book. A false pictixre but with enough
truth in it to raake the whole thing believed. (...)
hundreds of thousands of people, millions in Europe
believe it. it's their conception of the South"! 2)
President Lincoln is said to have remarked upon being
introduced to Ivirs. Stowe, "So, you're the little woman
who wrote the book that made this great war J
"
Time is a great leveler which relegates the
hysteria and partisanship bound to be displayed in
sectional strife to the background, allowing only the
important issues, vital and uncluttered, to remain.
Historical novelists some generations removed, benefit
by a clear, unbiased appraisal of a much- contested
problem. Thus writers of the last quarter of a
century should be more accurate in detail, and, on the
whole, less pre^uidiced than those of an earlier period.
The Southern women depicted in the more recent
literature are far more hLiman and realistic than the
perfect creatures previously portrayed. Yet they exe
no less lovable or charming theji their fictitious
(2) Herbert Ravenal Sass, Look Back to G-lory
,
p. 65.

sisters. The revelation that their pretty helplessness
was merely a pose, detracts not in the least from the
reader's admiration for their sterling qualities
which v;ere later exhibited x¥hen adversity struck.
Just as I£rs. Stov/e's novel gave the world a one-sided
picture of slavery - so were romantic v/riters re-
sponsible for the popular notion that the fascinating
"belle" was tyi~)ical of all Southern women. Pew saw
the womeji of the lonely plantation or small farm,
born into a state of society from which there v/as no
escape. Authors of our ovna ti:aes peer behind the
glamorous backdrop to witness the bustle and activit3^
which contributed to the beautj^ of the scene in its
entirety. They have no intention of blurring the
popular pictures painted by earlier writers, but only
of placing them in the proper focus.
Thomas Helson Page delighted in portraying
heroines of "peach bloom and snow, languid, delicate,
saucy." He idealized the women of the old regime
end preserved for future generations a romantic picture
of the ante-bellum South, "a reflection of the old
serene candlelight we all once "ualked and danced in."
Y/hile realizing the narrovmess of such shallow types
Owen Wister is in complete agreement with lage on the

poignant Qualities they possessed.
One of the best Imovm of the Southern group of
novelists, G-eorge Washington Cablq excelled in vivid
descriptions of the life and pictui-esque beauty of the
Old Prench c[U.arter in ITevf Orleans. His stories have
the fault of overemphasizing the weaknesses of the
Creoles, and the author was greater as an artist than
as an historian of social conditions. To him, hov/ever,
American readers owe the interpretation of a phase of
Southern life that is little kno'v-m and the perpetuation
of scenes of beauty that are now but memories of the
past.
A Virginian novelist I-iiss Ellen Glasgow chooses
for her heroines the ujiderprivileged women of the
South - those, "worn hardness, crippled by poverty,
embittered by sorrow." Another tragic t^^pe, she feels,
is the v/oman - forgotten in even the most aristocratic
circles - the old maid whose anibitions have been
thwarted in an attempt to conform to the conventional
pattern of living. Bound by the fetters of a society
which taught that marriage was the consummation of
every woman's existence, she was forced to forego her
yeaming for an artistic or literary career. Kiss
G-lasgow, though lacking the color of earlier voriters,

v/as exceedingly clever in presenting and interpreting
social tendencies.
The piirpose which this group of novelists set
out to accomplish seem to have been two-fold (1) to
perpetuate the grace ajid charm of a civilization pre-
destined to vanish from the earth (2) to protest
against social and economic inequalities which allowed
a despotic oligarchy to reap rich rewards at the benefit
of a class far more numerous, but less cl-ever and
wealthy.
4»

CHAPTEE I
WOMEN OP THE AiTTE-BELLIM SOUTH
There were tliree distinct classes of women in the
ante-bell-um South. Each class was as clearly defined
and separate from the others as the stratification of a
caste system could make it. To bridge the gap between
the lov/er and upper levels of society was practically
impossible. The aristocrats had a proud heritage.
Being well-bom and well- supplied with this world *s
goods, they had leisure to cultivate the gracious
attributes .of fine living. Accustomed as they were to
deference and respect, they v/ore carelessly the mantle
of superiority.
There was little or no contact between the two
groups of white people. Struggling to obtain a meager
existence in a poorly-balanced economic system., the
poorer whites were often vulgar, crude, and weak in
their living. G-enerations of hardship and ignorance
had dulled their perceptions. V/ith few exceptions they
meekly accepted their hard lot. At intervals they would
become disgruntled at the injustices of a social system
v/hich gave the patricians so much while giving them so
little. Business contacts between the two groups v/ere

cur-fc 8Jid impersonal. The aristocrats distrusted the
poor whites, generally classifying them as "shiftless,"
and "no accoimt," The poor v/hites in turn despised the
negroes, conscious that it was they who were, directly,
if innocently, responsible for their misery and pov-
erty. Many of the slaves who had absorbed some of the
culture and mannerisms of their omiers exuded their
scom for "poor white trash." This added fuel to the
fire of racial intolerance.
Between the negress and her mistress there was
a strong bond of affection. The well-born lady was
genuinely concerned over the development of high
ideals in her slaves. Her firm but kindly manner won
the respect of her servants. They admired strength of
character in others because their ov/n was apt to be
undeveloped. Each contributed, in totally different
ways, to the mutual well-being of the other. The
mistress assumed the responsibility of providing
material necessities for her domestics; the handmaiden
had only to perform the duly appointed tasks for her
mistress. One comjiianded; the other obeyed. One was
regal: the other servile. Yet their ver3'' association
knit them closer, and strengthened the ties of loyalty.

IJo country in the world was ever able to boast of
a nobler, purer, more refined gentlewoman than was found
in our Southern States before the Civil War. Surrounded
by an environment of gracious hospitality, she developed
rare social gifts and accomplishments. Eer poise,
feminine charm, and beauty v/ere v;idely heralded. Her
purity of character v/as the toast of men of the South.
These gentlemen never v^earied of singing peons of praise
in her honor. The pre-war South placed v/oman on a lofty
pedestal and Southern chivalry worshipped at her shrine.
Prom earliest childhood she v/as carefully trained
to develop the feminine qualities of modesty and
gentility. She was the delight and pride of her family
to which she, in turn, was tenderly'' devoted. That she
lacked the stronger qualities of mind and character that
are bom only of trials and hardships, me.j be conceded.
The firm assurance of those who learned from experience
the knack of making their way among strangers was also
lacking in her. Her sheltered nature inclined her to
be ti::iid and dependent. She was shielded from un-
pleasantness of any kind. Vulgar speech, sordid facts,
and harsh truths were all tabooed in her presence.
Society formed a pattern of conventionality to which she
must strictly adhere.

"That such a life v/ith its peculiar roraance and
excitement v/as a powerful stimulant to deep thought
and brooding senti:':ent, giving to the character of
the Southern v\foman an undertone of pathos and in-
tensity that's like the sad and tragic refrain of
her lAdiole life, we can easily understand." (1)
Men of the South, blinded by an excess of chivalric
devotion, did not understand that the most sincere
admiration for Viroman is expressed in an appreciation of
her nature and her true place in the social order.
Southern woman could not have been freed in any other
way save by the complete y/recking of the old order.
Edu.cation was highly regarded and diligently
sought^ for children of the gentry. Tutors v;ere hired
whenever possible, so that parental influence might
still be maintained. In the absence of such good
fortune the parents assumed the task of instructing
their progeny. Little girls were trained in the xmid-
araental subjects, and in addition were given practice
in etiquette, art, and the classics. ?or higher educa-
tion ante-bellum girls v/ere dependent on female college
established chiefly by churches. Isolation and lack of
good local facilities hindered woman's enlightenment
below the Ivlason-Dixon line. But it v/as not considered
essential for young ladies to attain a high degree of
(1) Amory Dv/ight Mayo, "The 7/oman's Movement in
the South," Hew England Magazine
, 5:252, October, 1891.

book learning. There were some v;ho held the opinion
that the less a girl Imev; about life the more able she
vms to contend with it. Those who did possess a better
than average education were loath to reveal the fact
lest they lose favor for seeking intellectual accom-
plishments unbecoming in a Southern gentlewoman.
This lack of higher education does not imply that
they did not possess mental qualities of a high degree.
On the contrary, if they Vvere shy on book knowledge,
they exhibited remarkable intelligence in the administra-
tion and execution of their extremely large households.
The novelists are in part responsible for the fallacy
that Southern v/omen were languid, pampered idlers.
Actually, they were among the world's busiest v^omen.
"That she contributed less in labor, especially
manual labor, to the support and economy of the
household than women in like financial condition
elsev^here may be granted. But this was not because
she was "'Jinable or unwilling to v/ork, but simply
because it was unnecessary." (2)
It was her task to plan, direct, and oversee all
domestic operations. With skill and patience she trained
the negro servajits of her household to perform their
various tasks.
( 2 ) Wilbur P. Tillett, "Southern v/omanhood as
Affected by the War," The Century Magazine
,
21:9-10,
lovember, 1891.
<
To her was delegated the tremendous duty of super-
vising the welfare of the slaves. She saw that they were
supplied with sufficient rations to insure physical well-
being. Cloth for their clothing was purchased in bolts,
and alth ough she did not do the actual sewing, it often
fell to her lot to get down on her hands and iQiees on
the floor to cut out the garments. As the neai'est
doctor was often miles from the plantation, it was
necessary for her to be able to prescribe for the minor
ailments of her charges. In her storeroom was a
miniature apothecary shop from which the necessary medi-
cation was dispensed. When a slave was ailing, it v/as
her duty to visit the slave ciuarters and do what she
could to hasten his recovery. In critical cases she
often remained all night ministering to her patient. On
other occasions she might have to step into the breach
caused b^^ a quarrel between a negro couple. Her charges
turned to her in all emergencies sure of obtaining
advice and help. Is it any wonder that many of these
women often earned the undying devotion of faithful
slaves.'
She mejiaged the distribution of supplies like a
supervisor in a Cominissary Department. This v;as quite
a feat of administration. Surpluses were placed in

storerooms especially suited for the purpose. The true
badge of a plantation mistress v/as the bunch of keys
she vjore hanging from her waist. As everything was kept
under lock and key, she tvas rarely seen v/ithout them.
They were seldom entrusted to anyone else and v/ere
surrendered only under imusual circumstances. It must
have caused Prances Lame cuite a twinge to relinquish
her ke3'S to her new daughter- in- la^; as a sign of her
ovm abdication as mistress. (3) Ann, irked by this
responsibility suffered no qualms at transferring both
keys and duties to the I^Iaoor-Domo of the manor.
The kitchen was so vital a part of the plantation
that no woman could afford to entznist its management to
a corps of slaves. Unless she was fortunate enough to
fall heir to a group of well- trained domestics, she gen-
erally had to enter the kitchen as a culinary instructor.
This was not alv/ays an easy or a pleasajit task. Slaves
were not all ideal servants, for the owners did not
alv/ays manage to get rid of the trying and -unprofitable
ones. Every household operation, therefore, called for
constant scr'j.tiny. Although slavery released the
patrician from menial drudgery, it overtaxed her
capacities in various other v;ays.
( 3 ) Gwen Bristow, The Handsome Road , p. 88-89.

"It is no wonder that a Georgia women, when she
heard the negroes were really free, gave a sigh of
relief and exclai;T!ed, 'Thanl^ Heaven! I shall have
to v/ork for them no more. ' She was "out one of the
Southern ladies that ezulted in their ovm emancipa-
tion." (4)
The tradition for hospitality received its
impetus in the leisurely, unhurried life before
threatening v/ar clouds loomed on the horizon. Magnifi-
cent dinners, elaborate balls, and superb entertainments
v/ere lavishly executed. L'o detail was neglected, no
expense spared to guarantee the pleasure of the guests.
Porticoed G-eorgian mansions xvith their thousands of
unused acres surrounding their cu.ltivated lands, their
hundreds of black bondsmen, their paneled rooms and
lovely portraits, beauty and opulence, often resounded
to strains of merriment. Lavish as they undoubtedly
were, planters seldom lived too far beyond their means.
"The grace of life, the grandilociuence of
gesture which tended to spread with the plantation
system throughout the South had as a ialrly constant
companion a common sense inliibition against genteel
extravagance as well as against riotous living." (5)
The primarj^ purpose of these social functions was to
bring the young people of both sexes together. Mothers
(4) J. L. Underwood, The V/omen of the Confed-
eracy, p. 38.
(5) Ulrich B. Phillips, Life and Labor In The
Old South
, p. 356.

were anxious that their sons ajid daughters marry well,
within their orni class. Paithful to the continental
tradition that it was degrading to marry beneath one's
station, and since they Vifere a minority group, they
were not averse to inbreeding. This acco-onts for the
fact that so man^^ prominent Southern families could claim
close relationship.
The married woman was not a figure in society.
Gentlemen of the old regime' in the South would say "A
woman's name should appear in print but tv/ice - when she
marries and when she dies." (^) Her mazriage prefaced
a lifetime of devotion to her family. Vivacious,
sprightly girls becarrie sober, industrious matrons content
to remain in the baclcground and sLiperintend the manage-
ment of a smoothly organized plantation. Pew are
familiar with this less romantic aspect of Southern life.
Miles from the nearest tovm., and exclusive of her own
family, surrounded by subordinates, she led a lonesome
life althoLigh no means a boring one. Those who v;ere
opulent maintained tov/n houses in bustling centers such
as Riclimond, Charleston, or We;v Orleans. Their prom-
inence enlarged their social connections. Some of these
ladies were remarlrable for the force and strength with
(5) i'Jyrta L. Avary, Dixie After the War, p. 23
footnote.

which they ruled their domain. Emily Penwick was a
splendid example of the purposeful, competent type of
woman who shouldered the responsibility of two planta-
tions and did it quite capably. ) At the other
extreme v/ere some of the weakest, most helpless, self-
centered, and selfish individuals to be foimd anywhere.
Timid in spirit, languid in body, humbly dependent, they,
like Eugenia Penwick and the Bramwell sisters, clung
supinely to the stronger members of the family. (Q)
Piction if-vriters built romance aroLmd the j^'oung
girl. They spun a web of glamour about her. It was she
who was responsible for the popular conception of
Southern women. She was an extxuisite production of the
class system. G-ay, graceful, provocative, she v;as a
bewitching creatujre. I'rior to marriage, she was an out-
rageous flirt - but vihen she surrendered, it was for
life. During courtship her life seemed to be one gay
round of pleasures. Her conduct was always decorous and
the niceties of good breeding sjid etiquette were
diligently observed. It was customary'' for young ladies
to be chaperoned at all public affairs, in the best
(7) Prancis Griswold, A Sea Island Lady .
(8) Ibid .

tradition of the day. This enchanting belle seemed con-
cerned over nothing save self- adornment and the frivol-
ities of the social whirl.
Apropos of personal adomment, the women of the
South kept well-informed on the latest fashions. Bolts
of the finest fabrics, handsome ribbons, and delicate
laces were imported from IJarope. Parisian modistes
furnished the inspiration, and Southern ladies were
c^uick to irrdtate. Dressmaking in those days was an art
which required patience and finesse. Costumes v/ere
extremely elaborate and picturesque. Hoopskirts were
an absurd but outrageously becoming fashion whose
management alvrays puzzled the men. It was a marvel to
them the way those steel wires were controlled when a
woman was b"'andled into a carriage, or ascended a narrow
stairway. She managed hoopskirts and trains as grace-
fully and tactfully as she did her hard-headed husband!
Govms and other articles of apparel could be purchased
in the shops of the big cities or inported from fashion
centers of Prance. But more freq.uently expert seam-
stresses were hired to provide a wardrobe for a lady.
Ijot infrequently the lady herself possessed a talent for
dressmaking which permitted her to indulge her taste for
more expensive materials as a result of her saving on
labor. Pride prevented her divulgence of such a secret.

however, for at least two reasons. It was so much '
smarter to be able to disclaim any connection with the
exacting task; then, too, it might give the mistalcen
impression that one's family was in reduced circumstances.
Self-support v/as rarely allowed among these
sheltered women. To engage in any vvork outside the home
was to compromise one's self and family. Southern men
v^ould not allow it, and even assumed the responsibility
of supporting wom.en relatives of distant kinship in
straightened circumstances. The erratic, neurotic
Eugenia Penwick was patiently sustained by her Uncle
Joseph in all her vain attempts to gain literary dis-
tinction in Charleston. (9 ) The old Beau firml^r believed
that self-support was the last resort of a self-respect-'
ing gentlewoman. Even charity was preferable to re-
munerative occupation, and able-bodied women often
depended on the generosity of friends to maintain them
rather than lo7/er their standaxds of what Y/as "genteel
and refined." On the other hand, there were fev7
orjportuiiities for women to earn a livelihood in the
ante-bellum South. Teaching - in one form or another was
the most acceptable occupation, if dire necessity or
sheer genius compelled it.
TsT^IHd.

Here, then, is a pictiire of the ijatrician v/oman's
status prior to the Civil War. Under the beneficent
regirae of chivalry they were subjected to social, edu-
cational, and economic restrictions. Their social con-
tacts were regulated by custom, and hampered bj tradi-
tion. Educational facilities were inadequate. Through
economic restrictions they were excluded from participa-
tion in business and were denied entrance to the pro-
fessions.
The non-slaveholding class of whites in the Old
South ranged in variety from the self-respecting, in-
dustrious farming group to the ignorant, indolent ones
commonly referred to as "poor white trash." According
to the census of 1860 - only tv/o^of the eight million
whites in the South v/ere slave- ovmers. ( 10 ) Then what
of the vast majority v^ho competed unfavorably with the
large-scale plantation operators? Little is iaiom of
their struggle for a livelihood against the slave-
holding monopoly. Their dull, unromantic lives did
not attract the fancy of literary writers of the times
as the exciting upper class did. The six million non-
slaveholders or small slaveholders were scattered
v^ridely from ijlains to piedmont, from valleys to
(10) Ulrich B. Phillips, Life and Labor in the

monntains. 'Hhej ranged in standards from the disease-
ridden, debilitated "white trash," to the industrious,
independent farmers. In the mountains they comprised
nearly all the population. Elsewhere they v/ere the
neighbors of the planters and wealthy tomsmen.
numerous families living on sub-marginal lands found
it difficult to eke a bare subsistence from the barren
soil. They were constantly in debt, for it was almost
impossible to make even a margin of profit on such un-
fertile land. Occasionally a poor family would o;m a
slave or tv/o, and these miserable chattels shared the
extremities of fortune with their omers.
Slavery was partly responsible for racial
deterioration among whites. Many of the poorer class
were in a position to envy the lot of the slave. Housed
in miserable shacks, subsisting on scanty fare, imedu-
cated, and with little opportunity to improve their
station, it is not surprising that they were depressed,
listless, and unambitious. These factors operated to
lower the moral tone end strengthen the hopeless despair
of these poor creatures. But, wretched as they were,
they took a certain pride in the knowledge that color
aligned them on the side of the dominant class. A7/are
of their economic inferiority and jealous of the care-
free security of the slaves, they fairly exhaled their

scornful contempt for the "niggers." The negroes,
realizing the superior advantage they held, subtly
derided them artiull3'' chanting such a song as this
within earshot of one or two of the lowly whites.
"IJigger pick de cotton, nigger tote de load,
iTigger build de levee foh de ribber to smash,
trigger nebber walk up de handsome road,
But I radder be a nigger dan po' white trash
I
Oh Lav/d, radder be a nigger,
Radder be a nigger. Oh my Lav/d,
lligger nebber walk up de handsome road
But I radder be a nigger dan po* white trash.'"
(11)
Poverty-stricken but proud, they refused to have
their children taught manual trades inasmuch as negroes
gave a "servile taint" to such occui^ations. Ken could
obtain work as v/oodcutters at the docks, a limited fev/
as overseers, and a great many struggled to fain enough
to feed their families. Every member of the lai-nily con-
tributed his shsre to piece out the unstable economy.
Domestic service was not open to v/hite girls, and if it
was -thej would not condescend to degrade themselves by
accepting it. The diabolical situation condemned her,
therefore, to miserj?- and want. She would, however,
consent to do fine needlework for an aristocratic lady,
such as mending delicate laces or mailing quilts. The
v;ork was sporadic but the pitifully small wages alleviated
some of the suffering.
( 11 ) Gwen Bristow, The Handsome Road
, p. 50.

The striking contrast between the queen oi the
plantation and the impoverished drudge is excellently
portrayed in "najidsome Road." (12) The author has
dravm superb character delineations of their types in
Corrie May Upjohn and Ann Sheramy. The latter, a
chairming daughter of a blue-blooded family, unfamilier*
with privations of 'any kind arouses in the former envy
at her luxurious mode of living, and bitterness at her
serene acceptance of the homage paid her. Ann, com-
pletely unaware of the smoldering jealousy her attitude
creates, innocently adds fuel to the fire. Corrie May,
ujieducated and underprivileged though she v;as, possessed
Bjci amazingly keen mind which put the plantation S3''stem
on trial and condemned the rich planters for the wanton
exploitation of poverty-stricken whites, free negroes,
and slaves. Her one effort to arouse her orni kind to
revolt ended disastrously v^hen she tried to quench their
v;ar enthusiasm by pointing out that they v/ere about to
defend the system which had denied them a decent living.
Her reasoning F/as too advanced for them. Their percep-
tions had been dulled generations of povertj'" end
ignoranc e
.
(12) Ibid.

In the mountain and backwoods region of the South,
affairs v/ere in a deplorable condition. Woman vi&s hajrd-
ly more than a high grade domestic animal. She per-
formed heavy tasks and shouldered great burdens while
her husband sat around in idleness. She di-agged in
timber from the moiintain- sides, worked long hours in
the vegetable patch, and executed other chores requiring
no small physical exertion. In the rude hovel which
served as a hous^ she waited on table while her lord
and master devoured the choicest bits of the frugal
meal. Since dishes 7/ere scarce, the family all ate from
the same bov/l or took turns eating from the same plates.
The woman, generally the last to eat, had to be content
v/ith the leavings. The entire furnishings of a mountain
hut would probably not be appraised at more than, tv/enty
dollars. Poverty abounded in the Highlands of the
South.
Mountain girls married at an earl3'" age. Any who
reached the age of twenty without being wed were con-
sidered hopeless "old maids." Many were quite pretty
in their youth, but overvvork and the raising of a large
family aged them prematurely. At thirty they were bent,
faded, and much older in appearance than their years
would v/arrant. "The cotton shifts and poke bonnets of
the v-zomen, and their shapeless linsey-7/oolsey govms,

varied not with the fashions of Paris or Philadel-
phia." ^^3) They were ignorant and illiterate, knowing
nothing of the v/orld of men and books heyond their own
narrow horizon. Indeed, they scarcely ventured at all
be37ond a radius of a few miles from their o\m fireside.
Odious comparisons ?/ere not possible to breed discontent
with their strange uncomfortable mode of living.
The poor whites had to be content v^ith simple
diversions in their scant leisure tine. They satisfied
their social cravings with trips to toFjn, dances at the
crossroads, celebrations at harvest tine and similar
inexpensive forms of recreation. Occasionallj'', a wedding
would call for more elaborate preparations. ITeighbors
cooperated in supplying refreshments in such events,
A fiddler* fujrnished lively music for the deuce. Merri-
ment was as prevalent in such instances as in the more
subdued and refined gatherings in the stately plantation
homes. On sadder occasions they had to attend the v/ake
and burial of one of their friends or kinsmen. These
marked the extent of their sociability.
Since children of the gentry were educated by
tutors or sent to expensive private schools, there was
no interest or agitation on the part of the influential,
m.onied class to secure free, public education for all
26
(15) Ulrich B. Phillips, Life and Labor in the
Old South
, p. 342.

the children of the South. They had no desire to be
taxed for the training of a class whom they felt v/ere
incapable of appreciating the finer standards of life.
One might see small, imkempt children assisting
harassed parents in the fields, or lolling about becom-
ing indo.l.ent copies of their elders. Educational pro-
gress an.d social inprovement were tenaciously withheld
from v/omen of the poorer class in the Old South prior
to the Civil War.
The negro thjrove and prospered in bondage as no
other laboring class has ever done. They monopolized
the advantages of the "peculiar institution. " Their
outlook, habits and experience varied as much as the
color of their complexions or the contour of their
faces. It req^uired endless patience and skillful train-
ing to mold these ignorant creatures into the suave,
efficient, domestic servants prevaJ.ent in the Georgian
mansions of the pre-war South. The household slaves
were considered privileged characters. They were chosen
for certain desirable qualities which rendered them most
suitable for constant contact with their owners. They
enjoyed liberties which were denied to the coarser field
hands. These latter were required to work from sunrise
to sunset under the hot sun. In return for their manual

service all their material needs were supplied by their
owners. They were singularly free from the cares and
responsibilities attached to existence by self-support.
The slave-quarters resembled bsrracks, with huts
of one or two rooms per family. They were crudely built
but v^eathertight. Systematic inspection was made to
ensure sanitation. Fuel v/as plentiful. Basic food
rations were distributed regularly to each family. The
food was plain but sufficient to maintain the health
and strength of the laborers. Their clothing was coarse,
and shoes were supplied only during the winter. Medical
service y/as provided for the ailing, since a negro's
importance lay in his ability to work. The aged and
infirm were cared for if only to maintain the good-will
of all in the "quarters."
Some chafed imder the chains of bondage and
proved troublesome as breeders of discontent. They may
have possessed a cantankerous disposition, a real or
fancied grievance, or a cruel, unjust master. Escape
was the only solution for them, hence they became
fugitive slaves. It v/as rare indeed to hear of a
negress running away. There were reasons for this. She
was natLirally timid about depending on her own re-
sources; she feared the punishment if caught; and

lastly, woman, as a rule, is more long- suffering than
man and will patiently endure great injustice.
Those bom in bondage knew no other existence
and could imagine no worse disaster than to be sold
away from the plantation of their birth. They were as
much a psjrt of the family as the sons and daughters of
the planter. They shared the joy and grief of the
"Jilassa" and "Missus." ^Vhole-hearted loyalty and
affection was unstintingly poured out upon those whom
they loved and served. They were particularly attached
to the "Missus." They revered and admired her; watched
and obeyed her. She earned the devotion which later
made them willing to die for her. After the da3'''s work,
the negroes ivere always ready for fun. Singing,
dancing, and the playing of musical instruments were
their favorite forms of diversion. Their melodious
voices often entertained guests at the Manor, while the
musicians among them furnished lively melodies for
dances given by their owners. Their keen sense of
humor and simple pleasures kept them happy. Holidays
as enjoyed by the "v/hite folk," usually meant more work
for negresses, as it generally meant extra guests and
parties. Christmas and Ifew Year, however, were
especially dear to the negro heart. They were allowed

privileges, denied them the rest of the year. ]?re-
q^uently their o\mers gave a party at the "big house"
just for their pleasure. Gifts were bestowed on all.
They loved the tradition and ceremony which the Yule-
tide brought.
To maintain the necessary discipline and prevent
any mistaken notions of racial equality, the majority
of whites treated the blacks as they would any kind of
property - in an impersonal and impartial fashion.
The slaves, far from resenting this attitude, respected
it. They were essentially Dust, and even when chas-
tised held no ill-will provided they had merited
the punishment. They were sold only when they v/ere
troublesome, or^iinancial straits forced their master
to part with them. Keen suffering was felt by these
emotional people on separation of husband from wife,
or parents from children. Their heartbroken pleas
did not alter the cruel situation. This was one of the
most inhuman and revolting phases of negro slavery.
Du-ring childhood, white and black children vj-ere
inseparable playmates and companions. The young negro
girl v/as given to a white mistress her o\m age, if
possible, and the two grew to young womanhood with the
negress gradually slipping from bosom friend into the

position of servitude v/hich custom demanded. She im-
itated her mistress' manners, fell heir to her dis-
carded clothing, shared her secrets, waited on her
personally, and considered herself one of the favored
fevj, fortunate enough to share the intimate home life
of her betters. The bane of her existence was the
fear of being banished from the house to perform the
heavier labor in the fields. Gracie, the young
mulatto in, "The Porge" experienced these very
emotions. (14) She was allov/ed to sleep in a small
room near Marcia, her young mistress. The mere
suggestion of being sent to the slave quarters, which
she heartily despised, would set her trembling.
Y/hen the mistress married, the slave accom-
panied her to the new home as ilaria did in. "And 'lell
of Time." (15) The offspring of the young couple
v/ould be petted, fondled, and favored more than her
ovm kinky-headed pickaninnies. The vdiite youngsters
adored their "Mammy" and while she scolded and ordered
them around, she spoiled them outrageously. The first
member of the household to greet Denis Warden on his
(14) T. S. Stribling, The Forge .
(15) Laura Krey, And Tell of Time
.

retiirn from the battlefield was his Mammy. (16) The
tearful, heart-rending re-imion between the two was
infinitely more touching than the later one betv/een
mother and son.
There v;ere laws forbidding anyone to teach the
slaves to read and virite. Y/hile no provisions could
lawfully be pursued for teaching negroes, these in-
junctions v/ere often disregarded or completely ignored
on the plantation. Many slaves displaying mental alert-
ness v/ere instructed in the forbidden subjects by
master or mistress. It was not imusual to find them
possessing more education than many of the members of
the lower white class. Cassandra, the erudite member
of the Vaiden family delighted in imparting knowledge
to slaves as quick-witted and keen as young G-racie. ( 17
)
The great majoritj'', however, were deprived of even the
most elementary education. Their ignorance was an asset,
not a liability, to their owners. Education by broad-
ening their horizons would have created discontent and
perhaps even rebellion among them. By keeping them
simple and primitive, their masters were assured of a
complacent, non- complaining labor class, satisfied with
the primary essentials of life.
( 16 ) Ivlarion Sims, Beyond Surrender , p. 10.
(17) T. S. Stribling, Ihe Forge -
ii
Restrictions hampered the slave at every turn.
A set of lavjs enforced in Louisiana and the deep South
and known as "The Black Code" restrained every impulse
toward freedom. These French laws were "black, " indeed
but even blacker v/ere those enforced farther Horth in
Anglo-American communities. Speaking of these, Phillips
says
,
"The regulatojy sta'tutes evexj^Nhere were frankly
repressive. They forbade slaves to possess iveapons,
to beat drums or blow horns which might serve to con-
vey signals, to stril^e any v;hite person even in self-
defense, to be out of their quarters after curfew,
to travel singly without v^ritten authorization, to
travel in groups without a white escort, to assemble
at night unless a white person were present; and
rural citizens in their capacity as militia v/ere em-
bodied into squads to patrol their designated beats
and chastise an^^" slaves caught in transgression. "( 18
)
These precautions^ although not always enforced to the
letterJ could be invoked to curb infractious elements
in the slave population. They v/ere denied civil, social,
and political rights or even privileges which might in-
fringe upon the security or interest of the whites.
Outbreal:s of any kind brought forth new statutes to
make assurance doubly suz-e that the South should con-
tinue to be "a white man»s country."
Y/hat conclusions may be dra^m, then, concerning
the opportunities open to women of the South in 1860?
(IS) Ulrich B. Phillips, Life and Labor in the
Old South, p. 163.

The privileged upper class was the only one to receive
any educational training. Even that was more culijoral
than i^ractical. Girls of the middle class had no
opportunity whatever, even in the cities where the f evj
public schools v/ere available. Their folks were far
too proud to brand them 7/ith the stigma of "pauperism"
then attached to free schools. Education for slaves
v;as forbidden by law. While free of manual drudgery
ladies were shackled by administrative cares. Poorer
whites and slaves v;ere victims of exhausting menial
servitude. The aristocratic ladies enjoyed fine social
distinction, but were hampered by outmoded traditions
and conventions, ilegroes, bubbling over v/ith natural
exuberance and free of temporal c ares, enjoyed life
far more than many of the middle class who were often
skimming the brink of rain. The we 11-bom lady had no
more political or legal status than the slaves she
ruled. The middle group were beaten by poverty. The
lowest class was chained by slavery. In all matters
of importance, women of the South v/ere nonenities.

CHAPTER II
'HOMES DURIIT& TES CIVIL WAR
The pictiJiresQue panorama of the ante-belliun South
has been zealously perpetuated in literature and music.
Closer investigation of details causes many of our
chesrished ideals to crumble. Vie are disillusioned to
find that the v/omen ¥/e considered so glamorous were sur-
prisingly practical and efficient. With some astonish-
ment v/e leam that the ovrnership of slaves v/eighted the
burden of responsibility instead of lightening it. So
much attention has been given to the patricians and the
slaves, in song and story, that we are apt to forget
the large middle group which fitted neither category.
How did these three groups react to the stimuli of War?
V/hat was their response to sacrifice and misery?
necessity and adversity are splended moulders of
character. Poverty and grief are great levelers.
Women, frail and v/eak in luxury, often display a forti-
tude in times of stress totally unexpected. Trials
which crush strong men often ti^rn v;omen into towers of
strength. Y/omen of the South were forced to undergo
gruelling hardships to prove their intrinsic worth.
This Chapter vfill attempt to reveal the successive

stages in the gripping drama which altered the status of
women in the South and proved them richly deserving of
the admiration which they had in former times earned
so easily by merely exercising their charm, fictional
and actual accounts of the sufferings of Confederate
v/omen may give an insight into the convulsive struggle
which wrought such great changes.
The fiery ordeal of four years of v;ar tested to
the utmost the strength and courage of women of the
South. They responded magnificently to the challenge.
Calling upon hidden well-springs of faith, and seem-
ingly endless reserves of strength, they were an in-
spiration and a pov;erful force driving their dis-
heartened fighting men to renewed efforts, and giving
them new hope. Kot without reason have they been
accused of prolonging the hostilities. Y/lien haggard
soldiers, overcome with the futility of their Cause,
were on the verge of despair, the sight or memory of
their tireless, undaunted women would whip their
flagging confidence to redoubled efforts. Like the
women of Sparta they sent forth their champions im-
pervious to all but the nobility of their principles
and their ultimate victory. Strange that siUcen women
with Dresden China fragility could betray such fierce

purpose or steel themselves to the terrible trials such
a course entailed! But once convinced of the rightness
of a Cause women are inclined to be more ardent and re-
lentless in its pursuit than men. Thus, while they v/ere
surfeited with the demands of slavery upon their time
and energy they were indignant that the ultimatum of
emancipation should emanate from any but the people of
the South.
The credo that Right would triumph over Mght was
the sustaining belief ivhich enabled them to carry not
only their own heavy burdens, but to transmit that
ideal to their sons, husbands, brothers, and sweethearts.
That slaves were a G-od-given trust devolving upon a
superior race of white men to instruct and uplift, was a
firmly established theory in the Southland. ITone can
deny that slaves were, materially, far better situated
than their cunning betrayers in distant Africa who had
sold them into bondage. Once acclimatized and accustom-
ed to their fate, they thrived tremendously. Through
generations of contact their ovmers knew how simple,
child-like, and helpless they were without a firm and
protecting hand to guide them. To suddenly remove this
restraining influence and throw them upon their ovm pit-
ifully weak resources was, to plantation ovrners, an

appalling crime v/hicii, they were sirre, God v/ould never
permit. Por centiories the benign, cliristianizing in-
fluence of Southern women had worked miracles in convert-
ing negro savages into a simple, trusting Christian race.
With so many factors in their favor and sure of G-od*s
benediction, women of the South would not entertain the
fear of failure. Theirs was a noble crusade which,
they felt certain, would finally be crovmed v/ith the
laurel \¥reath of victory.
The theory that the iNiegroes were unprepared for
freedom with its attendant problems, runs like an ever-
recurring thread through the pattern of historical fic-
tion dealing vd.th this period. Man3^ believed, "that
slavery was the best possible school for the negro
race."(l) One shrewd enough to see its defects con-
tended that "no method was provided for the graduation of
pupils who had completed the coiirse. "(2)
The vials of Southern wrath were poured upon com-
placent JTorthemers who, immindful of the dangers and
difficulties involved, caustically demanded the libera-
tion of the negroes. Another factor which convinced
these dauntless women that their Cause was a noble,
(1) Herbert Ravenal Sass, Look Back to Glory,
p. 195.
^
(2) Loc. cit.
, p. 195.
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defensive one, v/as the certainty that the enemy while
hiding behind a cloeJc of righteousness was waging an
offensive warfare for selfish, personal aggrandizement.
This viewpoint is revealed by shrewd, deep-thinking
characters in several novels, and in diaries of the time.
"the ITorthein States never in any true sense
freed their slaves. Y/hat they reall^^ did was this:
having found that negro labor was not profitable in
their climate, they adopted systems of gradual eman-
cipation, so-called, which gave their slave- owners
plenty of time to sell their slaves in the South.
Then after selling their negroes to us and taking
our cash for them, they announced grandly that they
had ended slavery in their borders. So they had, and
throughout the land there was feverish excitement and
activity ever;;/TArhere. Belov; the Mason-Dixon Line hearts
v/ere sad but courage was high, and the women were deter-
mined to send their warriors forth, fortified by memories
of love and home. A succession of gay parties, balls,
and entertainments mxore elaborate than any ever wit-
nessed in a section alreadj^ famed for its magnificent
hospitality, were held to bid farewell to the men in (?ray.
The v/omen outdid themselves in gaiety and charm. i\fever
were they more fascinating or lovely. They wore their
most exquisite gowns of brocade, satin, or lace. The
priceless ornaments v;ith which they decked themselves
When the first volleys of Port Sumter re-echoed
(3) Ibid ., p. 99.

vied with their ovm beauty. Lofty halls echoed to their
gay laughter. Gleaming floors m'.rrored their twinlcling
feet. Hearts capitulated to their teasing "banter.
Buoyed by excitement and flushed with masculine admira-
tion, they seemed not to realize the gravity of the sit-
uation or to fully appreciate its importance. Manj a
pang was suffered by chivalrous males at the thought of
abandoning these dainty, helpless creatures to a life
bereft, for however short a time, of man's guidance and
protection.
At sumptuous dinner parties the festive board
fairly groaned with tempting food. There v/ere the
traditional hams glazed and cooked to a turn, roast pig
v;ith the customary apple stuffed in its mouth, delicious
yams, hot rolls, and delectable desserts. Ho gathering
was complete without the ever-present punch-bowl to im-
part a convivial spirit to the guests. At the end of
the meal the party would gather in one of the beautifully
appointed rooms to dance, listen to good music, or be
entertained in some manner planned by an ingenious
hostess.
There was no dearth of stimulating amusement.
The Hunt v/as a sport keenly enjoyed by expert riders,
both men and women. Invited guests generally spent the

preceding night at the Ifenor as this sport required the
participants to be ready at davm. The tlirills and
attendant dangers of the pursuit made it all the more
exciting. Wnen the prey was captured they would
leisurely return to the plantation vYhere appetites,
whetted by exhilaration and the morning air, were amply
appeased.
The Tournament was another favorite diversion.
This illustrates as well as anything could, the
Medieval character of the Old South. The title and
symbolism of the sport was directly descended from
Peudalistic practices. Garbed in colorful costumes
and armed with shining spears Knights sat astride their
handsome chargers awaiting their call to the joust.
The winner laid his trophy at the feet of his dearly
beloved who was thus proclaimed "Queen of Love and
Beauty. " The ru2iners-up had the honor of choosing her
handmaidens. At a formal Ball in the evening, there
was a delightful procession climaxed by the ancient
ritual of crovaiing the Queen. V/hile witnessing one of
these spectacles Richard Acton v/as convinced that the
South, still enamored of such folly, must inevitably
bov^ before the onslaught of a more progressive enemy.
He Imew that slavery was as outmoded as the Tournament

with all its gaudy trappings.
"The scene at which he was gazing assumed for
him a darkly tragical significance; it v;as - the
conception struck him like a blow - the final, the
completelj^ conclusive, proof that the South was
doomed to perish. "(4)
It was nevertheless a colorful and romantic pageant.
An inevitable consequence of the war hysteria
v/as the increase in the number of marriages. Weddings
perfoimed during the first year were brilliantlj'- color-
ful. The tri^i: uniforms of the Confederate Army were
an excellent foil for the elaborate gowns of the women.
The sober ceremonies wiiich took place in the later
years of war were not so thrilling or gay. The grim
presence of Death, stalking at the feast, chastened
any spirit of frivolity. But the eaxlj weddings viere
not touched by the grim reality of experience. War
was a high adventure v;hich would end too soon in their
romantic estimation. The risk involved did, however,
lend excitement to all social events preceding actual
combat. The glamour and chivalry of the Past reached a
climax in these gala celebrations.
With such pictures to treasure the Goni'ederate
Army marched away v/ith bands blaring, flags flying, and
heads high. Dainty handkerchiefs fluttered in farev^rell.
(4) Ibid ., p. 241.

Eyes bright v;ith unshed tears watched until the last
line of G-ray had vanished from sight. Then, and not
until then did ivomen give way to their grief and des-
pair. So well did they control their emotions that 'lev-i
knev7 the pall of gloom which enveloped their hearts.
In a heroic effort to maize the leave-taking seem like
an ordinary occuzrence, some were tragically pathetic.
Dinwiddle Wade's pretty wife was sure that in the haste
and turmoil he had forgotten to pack importajit articles
in the handsome, imported knapsack at his feet. To his
intense embarrassment she inspected and counted off the
items while thejr were waiting for the train at the sta-
tion. This was merely a ruse to cover deeper feelings,
but unfortunately it made the farewell seem bungled and
not at all romantic. But all this was changed when he
kissed his wife and daughter and said "Good-bye, my
darlings." Mildred glanced at her mother to find her
looking like a scared and helpless child.
"But then, her mother was a child. The outer
world had never touched her. Within her small circle
of husbajid, family, and admirers, she had played at
romance, the same light romance as v/hen she v/as a
young girl, and she v/as still just as innocent. Even
now the prescience of the outer realities had not
reached her; she was still a belle v;ho had been
parted from the best-looking beau in Richmond - and
she had done it badly. "(5)
( 5 ) Clifford Dov/dey, Bugles Blow lo More, p. 43
•

The relentless broom of war swept the Southern
States clean of all its vigorous manhood for four long
•and terrible years. Upon the shoulders of women fell
the yoke of responsibility. There v/as no task too
difficult, no ;iob too repugnant, no work too stringent
for them to perform. Their unflagging devotion to the
Cause spurred them on to amazing feats of industry and
endurance. There v/ere at first no evidences of hard-
ship. Export and import trade went on unmolested.
The clumsy bungling of the Ilorth at Bull Run revealed
the skill and advantage of the Army of the South. The
superior strategy of Confederate Generals won many
victories and heartened the South considerably. Thus,
at first, beyond the added duties of assuming their
men-folk's work in running the plantation, life went
on as usual. Fnen the tide of battle turned against
them, and a nithless blockade attempted to sever their
life-line of supplies, their real suffering began.
Delicate hands, unused to any task harsher than
plying an artistic needle or calling forth muted tones
from musical instruments, struggled with coarse fabrics
which were fashioned into garments for soldiers. l/Iag-
nolia-petal skin became roughened perfoiming numerous
m.anual tasks to aid the Confederacy. Under the most

trying circfoms-taiices they accomplished feats which
lYould have tested the po";er of men. They exliibited
sterling qualities bom of adversitj'- and nurtured by
necessitj'-. They descended from the pedestals upon
7\rhich Quixotic chivalry had placed them smd pursued to
the bitter end their heroic, self-appointed tasks.
The versatility they displayed in overcoming obstacles
was a revelation to the men v7ho had fondly fostered a
belief in their utter helplessness and dependence. It
demonstrated that Southern women v/ere capable of suc-
cessfully accomplishing higher things than the delicate,
fruitless pastimes which had occupied their attention
in pre-war days.
. .
The administrative experience of the planters'
wives now becejne a distinct advantage. Without it the
plantation system m.ight have collapsed prematurely,
thus shortening the war immeasurably. As it happened,
they were sufficiently acquainted with the general
routine to enable them to direct operations rather
skillfully. They continued to cultivate cotton as
persistently as ever. They 7;ere convinced that Englajid
would never permit an enemy to cut off the vital cotton
supply which meant prosperity for her mills. It was
the ace v/ith which the South planned to triunp the
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carefully laid cards of the ITorth. They staJced all their
hopes on the gamble aiid lost! vYhen the blockade became
effective, cotton became a glut on the market. Blockade-
running with a cargo of cotton was highly profitable,
but dangerous. It could dispose of only a fraction of
the crop raised in the South. Bales were piled high at
warehouses and wharfs. Soldiers of both armies later
fought from behind their protecting shelter.
The mistress of a large plantation was faced by
the problem of what to do v^rith field hands for v^om
there v;as no longer S"afficient 7;ork. Pood shortages
made necessary the increased production of vegetables,
but while their efforts were noble, they were not suc-
cessful in furnishing enough to feed the Confederacy.
The majority of field, workers v^ere unskilled in anything
but the care of cotton and vjexe ignorant concerning the
care and requirements of other products of the soil.
Hot all plants responded to the climatic conditions as
well as cotton. Experii^^entation in tim.es of emergency
was oftentimes disastrous. The necessity of feeding
and clothing the slaves still remained although the in-
come and resources of the plantation were fast dv/indling.
New tasks v/ere substituted to employ idle hands and to
add, if possible, to the decreasing larder and supplies.

The problem differed somewhat depending on the size of
the plantation, the number of slaves, and the self-
supporting occupations pursued in each unit. In
justice to the ingenuit3^ of the mistress and the loyal
cooperation afforded her by the slaves let it be said
that they furnished large quantities of food for their
fighting men and enough to meet their ovm needs as well.
V/hen the land was laid v;aste by the Union Army, even
this little assistance v/as impossible. Idle slaves
congregated in bewildered groups or wandered off to
seek aid for themselves or their "white folk." Women
reared in luxury were now faced with the perf orma^ice
of exhausting tasks. Without hesitation they threw
themselves into the work v;ith intense zeal.
It was a rare thing to find a disloyal woman.
Their patriotism was so ardent that many of them, for
the first time, left the sanctity of their homes to
engage in duties which in former times would have been
looked on askance. Pancied invalids arose from their
couches to roll bandages, knit socks and make uniforms.
Their services were solicited when casualties began
pouring in from the battlefields. They responded with
alacrity. Many lovely homes were transformed into
hospitals to meet the exigencies of the situation.

They cooked v^onderful meals for ohe sick and v;ounded
out of their sparsely- stocked pantries. They raided
their treasured linen closets and with never a qualm
ripped exquisite textiles to melze sorely-needed
"bandages. Delicate women who once vYould ha,ve swooned
at the sight of blood learned to dress ugly wounds
without a visible tremor. The false modesty which had
been considered one of their chief attributes was
banished forever. They were face to face with the
elemental struggle for life. The stoicism with v/hich
they met the sights and soimds prevalent in the
hospitals elevated them to new pinnacles in the eyes
of their wounded compatriots. The v/ritings of Confed-
erate and Union troops are filled with praise and
admiration for them. To them a wounded man of whatever
side was sacred, and they dedicated themselves to his
service. Knowing 'what these women had been accustomed
to in the past, this neiv visioii filled with amazement
the men who thought they ha,d knovm them of old. This,
however, was merely one facet of the many-sided person-
alities they were to develop in response to the
shifting scene.
To the majority of the less aristocratic farming
class, the peremptory call to the colors presented a

serious problem. Wealthy planters ha.6. an abundance of
trained help to carry on their daily activities, but
the loss of one man on the small farms ?;as a maoor
catastrophe. Budge was so proud of his tiny plot of
ground he thought others might covet and take it over
if he, foolishly, ever left it. Conscription left him
no choice in the matter. From this larger group of
small land holders the majority of the Confederate Armj
was recruited. Their pride of race, loyalty to the
South, and small scale land ownership aligned them on
the side of the planters. If they, perchance, ovmed
a slave or tv/o they were just as vehement in denouncing
the lorth as if their chattels numbered in the thou-
sands. They were blind to the fact that they were
called upon to ma.>e sacrifices to defend a system
which kept them perpetually impoverished.
Members of the Confederate Congress, consisting
of slave- owners and their lav/yers, imder pressure of
influential aristocrats, passed legislation exempting
ovmers of twenty slaves from active m.ilitary service.
Buying bonds to furnish meal was another method employed
by those who wished to escape army duty. Planters
would often encourage their poorer neighbors to join
( 6 ) Gwen Bristow, The liandsome Road, p. 165.

i^P> "by 2:>rom:Lsing to see that their families were v/ell
cared for in their absence. Those of the upper class
who did enter the conflict were freciuently given easy
berths far behind the lines to insure their safety.
Such favoritism irhed honest officers who decried such
conditions
.
V/hat of the man vfhose lack of wealth and social
position made such a course impossible? ITov/, as alv/ays
he suffered his lot in silence and performed his duties
with uncomplaining faitlifulness. There were no celebra-
tions prior to his departure. He and his family were
too preoccupied v^ith the sober details of arranging
their affairs, to waste ti^e in merriment. His fare-
well was no less significant nor poignant than his
more fortunate neighbor. Young sons of these families,
eager for adventure, readily volunteered. Those who
could not get parental permission because of their
youth, would frequently enlist by falsifjang their age.
They seldom analyzed the cause underlying the conflict.
It was considered treason for Corrie I/ay in her fierce
ardor to attempt to tell them the t2ruth.
"You know what this v/ar's about?" she demanded.
"I reckon you don't because nobody ain't told you.
The Yanlcees want to come down here and turn the
niggers loose. And suppose they do? Why should j'ou
care? You all ain't got no niggers. Let them that's

go-fc niggers fight to keep them! You po^ halfwits
strutting in them fine imiforms - ain't you grand!
I could just bust laughing, v/hj'- ain't you all Sot
nerve enough to tell them to hell v/ith their war?"(/)
The crowd was angry. Clods of dirt v/ere throvm at her
and in the melee that followed she was beaten, kicked,
and dragged. Her hair was torn out by the roots, and
blood trickled into her eyes. Merciful oblivion blotted
out the rest.
The "pineywoodser" v/ith but vague ideas of the
issues at stake, was nevertheless always ready for ex-
citement. The idea of being paid, to do what was second
nature to him, was alluring. If he was shrewd he could
offer to substitute for some wealthy pacifist, have his
fun and get a neat sum in the bargain. But if indolence
or indifference caused him to ignore the v/ar, conscrip-
tion usually caught up with him. He may have resented
the regimentation which cost him his personal freedom,
but usually'' he felt little concern about the management
of affairs during his absence. The women y/ere well used
to the care of such details. They and the half-grovna
"young 'uns" v/ould get along well enough until his retum.
The burden of maintaining the home of the middle-
class farmer fell on his wife and children. The sun,
which many aristocrats had claimed was too hot for white
(7) Ibid ., p. 167.

men to wori^ under, was now not too unbearable for white
women. They toiled long hours in the fields - planting,
weeding and harvesting. Aching muscles, blistered hands
and sunburned skin were the results of the tedious labor
yet they persevered. Farm animals were at first a
blessing to lighten the burden. These were stolen by
guerrilla bands, appropriated by Union soldiers, or
donated to a desperate Confederate Army as the war
dragged on. Eyev/itnesses tell us it was not unusual to
see white v/omen hitched to a plow while youngsters
guided it. Little girls and boys stoically performed
irksome chores. There was very little time for recrea-
tion. Their education was sadly neglected.
These people suffered dreadfully.' v;hen exorbitant
prices boosted necessities far beyond their reach. It
was impossible for them to meet inflated prices demanded
by unscrupulous profiteers. Plour sold at four hundred
dollars a barrel, coffee forty dollars a pound, tea
thirty dollars a pound, soap at eighty cents a bar.
Other essentials enjoyed a sim.ilar range. Women t-anied
to home menufactui'e of as many articles as possible.
Old spinning-wheels and looms were broLight into use to
weave home- spun fabrics for soldiers, slaves, and
family. Their zeal in practicing severe economy v/as

truly remarkable. In order to send all the food they
coLTld spare to the soldiers, these people practiGally
starved.
Y/omen of the "pineywoods" region had fishing,
himting, and trapping added to their numerous chores,
when their men-folk v/ent to war. Their frequent visits
to the nearest plantations during the bitter v/inter
months were mute testimony of their dire need. Loath
to beg or appear too hard-pressed, they traded eggs,
honey, or whatever they possibly could in exchange for
the provisions they carried away. The Confederate
G-overnment distributed food in the tovms on "Drawing
Days*' to give relief to the poor.(S) This benefited
only those who lived within walking distance of town.
The prolonging of the war intensified the suffering of
this class until the old adage "survival of the fittest"
became an acknowledged fact.
factories sprang up in the South to meet the
demand for munitions, shoes, and the like. With the
majority of Southern men at the front, the urgency of
the times forced the opening of remunerative occupa-
tions to women. Y/ar time put a premium on labor, and
where such work was once considered degrading it was
(8) Shields Mcllwaine, The Southern loor \71iite
from Lubberland to Tobacco Road, p. 79'

now urged upon them as a patriotic duty. They worked
as well as, and more cheaply than men. Their value
was quickly realized by their employers.
"By 1864 women had come to be employed in the
G-ovemment departments at V/ashington; the chief
reason assigned was that they v/orked better and
more cheaply £than men T]"(9)
The negro family, about whom the vortex of
events whirled and eddied, suffered in a peculiar man-
ner from the circumstance of war. The E"orth was will-
ing to risk lives to set them free. The South was
prepared to die to keep them in bondage. Deep in their
souls they yearned to be utterly independent, and
accountable to no man for their actions. In their
hearts they clung to the old familiar scenes and to
their masters, whom they loved. Tom by emotion
though they v;ere, they preserved a calm exterior and
patiently follox-^ed the even tenor of their way. Al-
though in m.any instances the male authority which they
feared and respected, was removed, it is to their ever-
lasting credit that they took no advantage over the
women left in charge. They cooperated to the fullest
extent in giving them every possible aid. Soldiers
at the front were fearful, at first, of the conduct of
( 9 ) Arthur \7. Calhoun, Social History of the
American Pamily
, Vol. II, p. 361.

the slaves, who far outnumbered the white folks on the
plantations. Their fears were entirely unfounded.
Fiany of the family retainers were like trus-fe^, iaithfu.1
watchdogs who guarded their master's family and
possessions with their very lives.
Uegroes were excluded from combat, but many
accompanied their omers to the battlefield to care
for them, as Jake did vath his young master. (10) hq
anxiously nursed him through a long illness. On the
long trek home he foraged for food and obtained
enough to keep them alive, although Heaven alone knows
how he did it on the devasted lands through which they
A
passed. Jed, loyal body- servant of Beauford Lyttleton
was charged with the sad duty of transporting the body
of his dead master from the field of battle to the
family burial plot on the plantation. (11) It was
finally accomplished although the difficulties seemed,
at first, almost insurmountable.
There are other instances in which female slaves
displayed no less courage and devotion. Staunch
Mamnies defied Unionists with remarkable daring.
Should a rash Union soldier attempt to remove jewels
(10) Laura Krey, And Tell of Time.
(11) Ibid.

by force from the white women of the plantation he first
had to contend with an enraged black woman who held her
charges inviolable. The vitriolic invectives she
poured forth, along with her formidable bulk, usually
kept ajiy trespasser at a respectful distance.
While working to aid the South, there is no way
of Imowing how many were sincerely praj^ing for the
Eorth to win. It is only natural to suppose that the
great majority, in a passive way, desired it. Old
Aunt Creasy, v/ho was somewhat of a seer, predicted
that the Lord would never let her die until she and all
her race had been emajicipated. (12 ) While she was by no
means unhappy as a slave, this venerable old woman
clung to her cherished dream until it became a realitj^.
The uncertainty of i^rfiich side would be victorious
undoubtedly operated as a check on the dissatisfied
elements in the "Qi^arters . " The discipline of their
training made them wary of making a mis-step. When the
final defeat of the South was foreshadowed, they seized
the opportunity to steal away. Their ovrners were not
perturbed too much, for the Emancipation Proclamation
would become effective when the Horth emerged vic-
torious. In the meanwhile they were a terrible drain
(12) T. S. Stribling, The Porge
, p. 396.

on ohe sadly depleted resoiurces of their erstwhile
omiers. Those v^ho wandered off, frequently attached
themselves as hangers-on to the Union Army. The
attraction of a free hand- out was not to be denied.
To win the sympathy of their liberators, they told
whopping tales of the cruelties suffered at the hands
of their masters. G-ullible Yank:ees, not acquainted
with the negro's propensity for stretching the truth,
believed them.
Cities near the border of the Mason-Dixon line,
and those easily accessible along the coast were the
first to bear the fierce brunt of war. The din of
battle, the moans of the dying, the procession of
dead and wounded being carried behind the lines, was
constant during the early years of the conflict. The
tender heexts of women v/ere tern with grief over the
awful suffering. Every available woman v^as pressed
into hospital service. The hideous wounds, the grue-
some sights and the stench of gangrenous sores made
them violently ill, but day after day they forced
themselves to return to perform their Christian duty.
As the blockade tightened its line, the lack of medical
supplies caused untold agony. When chloroform and
opiates gave out, amputations and other ma dor

operations were performed without benefit of those
merciful pain-killers. The make- shift hospitals near
the field of battle were scenes of horror. The author
of "Action at Aq^uila" gives a vivid description of the
casualties which poured in after a brisk engagement.
f^Irs. Crittenden and her daughter Margaret hastened
there with a basketful of home-made bandages. They
offered their services to the tv\ro weary doctors who
were themselves nearly overcome by their dreadful ex-
periences. "Madam," said Doctor Wilson, "permit us to
v;elcome angels of mercy to this demoniacal little
dwelling. "(13)
Deep in the heart of the South life v;ent on as
usual for some time. In those quiet retreats where no
sound of warfare penetrated, it was hard, at first, to
realize that the country was engaged in a grim struggle
As time progressed, it became manifest in the shortage
of vital essentials. Ho people v/ere ever so ill-
prepared for war. Having made cotton - King - they
were dependent on the Horth for manufactured articles,
agricultural implements, and smallwares of all kinds.
During the war they were faced, therefore, with food
shortages and economic ruin.

Ingenious women rose to the occasion and after
experimentation discovered substitutes for unobtainable
products. ?/ar-time diaries are filled with tales of
how such emergencies v^ere met. The scarcity of salt,
for example, led to drastic measures. ( 14- ) Sea water
was boiled, or dirt beneath the floors of smokehouses,
was dug up and washed to obtain even small amounts of
this precious seasoner. A coffee substitute was made
in a variet3?- of ways. It was obtained by boiling
parched wheat, rye, or even corn. In some localities
sv/eet potatoes were cut small, dried in the sun,
parched, ground up, and boiled. Okra seed was also
used to make the popular beverage. Sorghum, was used
to sweeten foods when sugar became scarce. Tea was
made from the leaf of anj^ plant v/ith a distinctive
flavor such as blackberry or sassafras. Erom 1862 to
Lee's surrender the Confederacy had no wheat, but
vromen as smart as ALint Lottie were not stumped for
long. (15) V/hen a very special occasion demanded such
a delicacjT- as cake, she sifted ground coimmeal innumer-
able times th-rough tightlj'- meshed gauze. Gomcobs
(14) I^iatthew Page Andrews, The Women of the South
in War Times
, p. 21.
(15) Laura Krey, ^Jid Tell of Time, pp. 108-9.
i
furnished the successful yeast powder which vms then
allowed to ferment in the sun. Ashes of the invaluable
corncob also supplied her v/ith cooking soda.
The greatest versatility was displayed in the
variety of recipes worked out for the mailing of soap
and candles. Each housewife had her o\to recipe for
supplj^'ing these essentials, \ihen oils were no longer
obtainable, they cast about for the best means of
solving this problem. Thrifty housewives stored grease
and fat in containers for this purpose. A woolen rag
carefully deposited in the center of such a receptacle
served as a wick for a crude candle. Sycaraore balls
saturated Y^ith grease made excellent tapers. liVhere
they were available, myrtle berries, properly pro-
cessed, made candles of superior equality. These were
often sold or exchanged for other necessities. Grease
tapers and pine lightwood knots were the best lighting
substitutes most homes could afford.
The lack of ice, especially din-ing the summer
months caused illness and death from the despoliation
of foods. Underground storage rooms v/ere used to keep
food as cool as possible. But these precautions were
often not enough to offset the terrible heat. Yet
little complaint v/as voiced except from hospitals
i
where it was so desperately needed. Little Virginia
Lame succumbed to poisoning from contaminated milk.(^^)
Since Corrie Ivlay had bought up the ice supply for a
grand party, the Lame child died for want of it. There
is no record of how many lost their lives for need of
this vital commodity.
Clever as they were in working out food substi-
tutes the v7omen excelled in i^nprovising clothing and
household necessities, \7earing apparel dwindled
rapidly. One could not begin to recount the ^economy
and diligence exerted to gain the best possible use of
every piece of fabric. V/omen learned how to cajrd,
spin, and knit. V/oven clothing vjas especially valuable
in that it could be unravelled v/hen worn out and re-
woven into a new garment. In tribute to the homespun
dress of the Southern girl, war verses were sung to
the time of "The Bonnie Blue Plag."
Oh, yes, I am a Southern girl, and glory in the
name;
And boast it with far greater pride than
glittering wealth or fame.
I envy not the ITorthern girl, her robes of
beauty rare,
Tho ' diamonds grace her snowy neck, and pearls
bedeck her hair.
(16) Grvten Bristow, The liandsome Road
, p. 305.
I
Hurrah] HiirrahJ for the Sunny South so dearl
Three cheers for the home- spun dress that
Southern ladies v;ear!(17)
Silks v/ere often shredded, and carded with
cotton to moke a more durable cloth. Settings which
covered four-poster beds, v;ere on occasion transformed
into party dresses, and Cinderella- like resumed their
prosaic places after the Ball. (18) Home-made dyes
were employed to freshen the appearance of faded tex-
tiles. If women of the aristocracy appeared to be as
well-dressed as ever, regardless of the war, there was
a reason for it. Old tinnlvs with rich fabrics and
precious laces were ransacked for their priceless
treasures. Goats and dresses of an earlier vintage
were carefully talcen apart and made into simpler,
more practical costumes. The leaves of the palmetto,
corn shucks, and many kinds of grasses were woven into
bonnets for the ladies. Hats which became outmoded
were speedily re-shaped and dyed another color.
Carefully trimmed thorns were used in place of
pins. The button shortage v^as alleviated iD-y drying
(17) I\iatthew Page Andrev/s, The Women of the
South in War Times
, p. 28.
(18) Lancaster and Brentano, Bride of a Thousand
C edgjTS
, p. 27.
Ii
persimmon seeds and piercing them mth holes to permit
the passage of needle and thread. Gourds, cut to the
desired size and covered with cloth, v/ere also used,
ITeedles were guarded zealously, for they were irre-
placable. The loss of one became a major calamity.
Leather became so scarce that shoes becEime a
major problem. Women learned to weave coarse slippers
which could be used aroimd the house to conserve their
leather shoes. The less aristocratic classes went
barefooted whenever weather permitted. The need for
footwear v;as so great that,
"The so-called 'decisive battle' of the war
was brought on unexpectedly when barefooted Confed-
erate soldiers learned that shoes might be had at
G-ettysburg. The search for shoes discovered Pederal
outposts, and the battle began there instead of at
Cashtoxm as the Confederate commander had planned.
Raids into Northern territory were often made to
obtain such necessities.
"Prom Chambersburg to York, Pennsylvania had
been swept clean of hats and shoes and had not
yet reshod itself. Viaiij women's shoes had gone
South too, for the Army of northern Virginia had
wives - even babies, it appeared. "(20)
~
When the enemy began cutting a swath thorough
the land to cut off strategic points, and to render
comiaunication and the transportation of supplies
(19) Andrews, op. cit., p. 27 footnote.
(20) Hervey Allen, Action at Aquila
, p. 71.
Ii
impossible, all the stricken areas became bitterly con-
scious of the exigencies of v^ar. A chill of fear swept
over the land with the news that the "Yankees" were
coming. Overcoming their apprehensions, viomen of the
plantations hastily gave orders to strip the house of
its most valuable possessions. The precious silver
and heirloom pieces were hidden with the greatest care
and secrecy. It vjas done at night, if possible, and
without the knowledge of any but the most trusted
slaves. Too often had vindictive negroes curried
favor with Yankee officers by revealing the hiding
places of their owners' valuables. Abandoned wells,
garden plots, and secret wine cellars were among the
favorite places to store precious belongings. A house
that was noticeably denuded aroused the ire of the
coarser elements of the Northern Army, who tried to
intimidate whites and blacks alike, to reveal their
secrets. Palling in this, they were likely to ransack
the house in search of booty. The wanton destruction
of beautiful furnishings 7/rung the hearts of the
helpless family. It som.etimes acted as a stim.ulant
which goaded ladies to lash out at their oppressors
with flaming courage. Many Northerners could have told
about torrid tongue- lashings they received from outraged
i
So-athem ladies. A classic example has been preserved
in the lorm of a scathing rebiilce sent to General Hunter
by Henrietta Lee when her home was destroyed by his
order. ^ 21)
Clever subterfuge often tricked the noisy rabble
who desecrated the privacy of the home. Mary Boykin
Chestnut relates this one.
"Anne Sabb left a gold card- case, which v/as a
terrible oversight, among the cards on the drav/ing
room table. \'Th.en the Yanlcee laiders sai7 it their
eyes glistened. G-odard whispered to her: "Let
them have that gilt thing and slip away and hide
the silver.
"
"HoJ" shouted a Yanlc, "you don't fool me that
way; here's your old brass thing; don't you stir;
fork over that silver. " And so they deposited the
gold card-case in G-odard' s hands, and stole plated
spoons a:ad forks, v/hich hs.d been left out because
they v;ere plated. "(22)
Women v;ho chose to stay and face the enemy,
showed an indomitable courage and serene poise which,
more often than not earned the ungrudging admiration
of their tormentors. The majority of the Unionists
v/ere decent men who were pained lov- this cruel warfare
against women and children. They were obliged to obey
the orders of their superiors v/ho planned to shorten
{ 21) Iv'Iatthew Page Andrews, The Women of the
South in War Times
, pp. 201-4.
(22) Mary Boykin Chesnut, A Diary from Dixie
,
p. 389.
i1
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the v;ar "by breal^ing the morale of the Confederate
troops. They hoped by widespread destinction of
property to create unrest and lear in the Confederate
lines for the safety of their loved ones. This
accounts for the ruthless burning of so many ancestral
homes. The less pretentious ones of poorer whites
were not harmed. The negroes' cabins were, in many
instances, carefully protected from damage.
The doomed manor was first stripped of its
valuable ornamients. The occupants were then herded
outside at a safe distance from the flames. Torches
ignited the most inflammable furnishings. Picture
the heartache of standing helplessly by while vandals
deliberately destroyed the home which held so many
hallowed memories J Demonstrative negroes wailed and
moaned while their mistress, filled with a fierce
anger and bitterness, would remain stoical.
Yankees used the Lacefield plantation manor
as their headquarters. ( 25 ) On their final night
there, they burned it. The colonel in charge lent
the owners a supplj"" of water buckets to enable the
slaves to fight the fire, while Union soldiers stood
idly by watching the flames and the feverish activity.
(25) T. S. Stribling, The Forge , p. 59S.

Kegroes swarmed in aiid out of the manor carrying wat
to those stationed on roof and stairv/ays. Although
somewhat damaged, and destined to beai^ the scars of
its ungrateful guests, the house was saved from the
unkind fate of so manj^ of its counterparts.
The dregs of the federal Army, combined v/ith
lav^less camp followers, enjoyed unbridled license
during these scene of chaos. They created terror
in the hearts of women ?\rho were now defenseless.
Andrews relates the story of a raid on the Jyiurchison
mansion in K"orth Carolina. Enraged at not securing
greater treasure, thej^ entered the room of a young
girl in the last stages of typhoid fever. She \ias
taken from the bed in which she lay, and died v/hile
the room was being searched for money and jewelry.
V/hen the officer in charge vms appealed to, he is
alleged to have said. "G-o ahead, boys, do all the
mischief you can. "(24)
Such experiences caused spirited women to be-
traj'- their loathing of Union soldiers. To punish th
women of Hew Orleans for their insolence G-eneral
Benjamin P. Butler issued his famous "Order No. 28,"
v/hich earned for him the sobriq.uet, "Beast Butler."
(24 J Iviatthew Page Andrews, The Y/omen of the
South in V/ar Times, p. 22?.

This infamous document read as iollov;s:
"As the officers and soldiers of the United
States have been subjected to repeated insults
from the women (calling themselves ladies) of
New Orleans, in return for the most scrupulous
non-interference and courtesy on our part, it is
ordered that hereafter v/hen any female shall "by
¥/ord, gesture, or movement, insult or show con-
tempt for any officer or soldier of the United
States she shall be regarded and held liable to
be treated as a v/oman of the tovjn plying her
vocation. "( 25
)
Ifot one of his Army took advantage of this scurrilous
order. On the other hand it shows how completely on-
cowered these Southem women were vvhen their scornful
contempt of the conquerors could evoke such a stinging
reprisal.
0?he desolation of being homeless, penniless,
and helpless was not the greatest cross these women
had to bear. Their constant fears, for the safety of
husbands, sons, brothers, and sweethearts, v^iexe icy
fingers clutching at their hearts. The dread which
overshadowed their lives was like the ceaseless din
of battle in their ears. In her"Diar^ Yirs. Chesnut
relates the poignant tale of a woman y^ho was informed
her son had been killed. ^26) While scarcely recovered
from the first shock of grief, a messenger arrived to
(25) Ibid , p. 165.
(26) Mary Boykin Chesnut, A Diary from nixie,
p. 178.

say there had been a mistake in the name. The poor
mother fell to her laiees and praised God's mercy. The
entire household shared in her joy. In the midst of
the jubilation, a hearse drove up with her son's body
in a metallic coffin. Bewildered with grief, then
joy, and grief again, was too much for her. She was
stricken with brain fever end hovered between life
and death. "Does anybody wonder so many wonien die?
Grief and constant ajixiety kill nearly as many women
at home as men are killed on the battlefield. "(27)
Added to this worrj^ over their valiant fighting
men was the immediate care of vdiat to do to provide
sustenance for their forlorn families. The plight of
women with little children or elderly relatives to
care for, was indeed pitiful when Union raids had
scoured the countryside of everjrfching available in the
way of food - vegetable or animal. After many hard-
ships some moved their families to less devastated
areas. Ironically enough cabins in the "Quarters"
were often the only place of shelter for the aristo-
crats of the manor. In some instances, food v;as so
scarce that women gathered up scattered grains from
troughs and storage bins and ground them into hominy.

Proud patricians iiurnilDled themselves to pavm. what ever
valuables they had for food and other necessities.
They realized how unequal the bs^rter v/as, but they
v/ere in no position to quibble over injustice.
While the Ooirirederate G-ovemment itself was re-
putedly free from gr8,ft or corruption there were un-
scrupulous individuals who were not averse to reaping
tremendous profits at the expense of a suffering people.
That not even medical supplies were exempt from, inhuman
profiteering is very well illustrated in "Bugles Blow
Ho More. "(28) While I-hilip Parramore was enioying
his illgotten gains by gajnbling and indulging his love
for fine clothes, his f ellow-countrirmen were dying for
want of the drugs which his mercenary greed denied
them.. He met a fate which should have been m.eted out
to all his kind. Judy Kirby, learning of his treachery
to the Confederacy, shot and killed him.
Blockade-running was a risky but highly profit-
able business. ?/hile amm.unition and other necessities
were smuggled through, there 7/as always a goodly supply
of luxuries aboard which \7ere disposed of in record
time regardless of the money involved. Trevor Wyeth,
blockade runner extraordinary tried to explain this to

Sally Cottrell.
"You've no idea how depressing the Southern
cities are these days. They're short of almost
everything. I hate to think what it v^ill be like
nezt spring if things keep on going like this.
People look thin now. They aren't h_aving enough
food or proper food. The girls are beginning to
use all sorts of makeshifts for their clothes."
"Mal^eshifts?" Sally looked puzzled. "But
v/ho buys all these folderols that jou take over
there?"
Yi/yeth shook his head. "Most people are doing
without - well nearly everything, for the sake of
the army. But you'll find, as you do everjnrvfhere
,
a thin crust of selfish ones. They're the people
who order wines and silks and laces and take up
cargo space that might be used for other things.
That is, they do if the^f have the money, which is
growing very scarce. But enough seem to have it to
take up all that v/e bring in the way of luxuries.
I went into a hospital in Richmond. It -vvas
terrible. Ihej needed - well, I can't tell you
what they didn't need. And I can't tell you how
many cases of champagne the Black Star unloaded
last trip. The space ?;ould have kept a hospital
going for months . " ( 29
)
It wasn't until the last year of the war that
the blockade became impassable. Cut off from the
world, faced with starvation and ruin, beaten, dis-
couraged, and helpless, the tottering structure of
the Confederacy collapsed, carrying with it the bright
hopes of an independent government which would en-
courage and perpetuate the plantation system. Some-
where in the ruins was buried a civilization that was
( 29 ) Lancaster and Erentano, Bride of a Thousand
Cedars
, p. 216.

narroT^ in its confines, artificial in stmctiire and
selective in its culture.
Yihat effect did the war have on Southern women?
AL-nost vjithout exception it deprived women of the
aristocracy of the material comforts to which they h8.d
been accustomed. For the first time they really
suffered want. The cavaliers who had served as buffers
against the harsher side of life were sv/ept into the
maelstrom of v-iex. Yet they met the challenge magni-
ficently^. They accepted new duties and responsibil-
ities gladly, suffered hardships uncom.plainingly, met
emergencies calmly, vv^ere bulv;arks of strength in times
of stress. As their vforld crumbled at their feet, they
emerged v;ith a new-found sureness in their own ability,
necessity had driven them in four short years to fathom
the depths of characters inherently strong, but
suppressed for generations. Women of the poorer class,
more familiar with poverty and suffering v/ere, neverthe-
less, forced to endure even greater trials. Y/ith ad-
mirable fortitude they performed whatever sei-vice was
required, from plowing the farm to mal<:ing munitions.
Patriotism caused them, to x^^ursue humbly tasks which
earlier were despised because of their servile nature.
The slaves, while bewildered by events, were by their
vexir ignorance least affected by the war. Their men .

were not allowed to fight. There was increasinglj^ less
v/ork for msjiy as the war progressed, and since they, as
chattels, were merely dependents, they were released
from care and responsibility. They had nothing to fear
from the Yankees who had come to set them free.
The whirl of social events given impetus by the
hysteria of war gradually changed from brilliant,
elaborately planned events and exciting war* v«/eddings,
to subdued gatherings ?;here charades were played and
the lightest of refreshments v/ere served. The tradi-
tion for hospitality never v^ravered regardless of cir-
cumstances.
Education in the South practically ceased as the
struggle for self-presezvation began. iTorthem tutors
were summarily dismissed, or voluntarily left the plan-
tations. Private schools for girls remained open in
some cases until invasion threatened. Puiblic schools
which boasted no girls among its youthful students
turned culture aside to grapple with a more formidable
adversary.

CHAi-TER III
EJTECTS OF EECOKSTHUOTIOIT ON V/OMM
If Southern women v/ere extraordinarily brave
and capable diiring the Civil War were they not, per-
haps, over- stimulated by their zeal for the Cause? Were
they not conforming to the behavior pattern of women of
all Ages when they exerted every effort to assist their
men through a crisis? Was' it not their duty to pursue
the course they did? How did they react when bitter
defeat wiped out their glorious sacrifices and left
them in want and destitution? Did despair mal^e them
supine and helpless, or did they continue to bring
new hope and purpose to the building of a completely
different way of life? The answer can be determined only
by an examination of the facts, an appraisal of their
efforts, and an evaluation of their contributions to the
Hew South. Novels, Diaries, and Histories will be used
in an effort to present a tine picture.
At the end of the v\rar the ruin which had marked
its progress was complete. Devastated areas, upon
which not even a crov\r could find enough to sustain
life, met the eye at every turn. Once splendid homes
had been razed to the ground, or left badly battered
as mute evidence of the cruelties of war. Bridges,

railroads and roads had been destroyed. G-reat areas
devoid of fann animals and crops, resembled nothing
so much as a desert. Human beings filled with bitter-
ness and hate straggled with primitive conditions.
Scarcely a household in the South escaped be-
reavement. The flower of Southern youth had fallen
in battle. One third of the men between the ages of
sixteen and forty had given their lives to the lost
Cause. Those who survived the conflict v^ere hardly to
be envied. Armless, legless, or suffering from wounds
v/hich made them chronic or permanent invalids, they
were liabilities in a Land already sui^f eited v;ith mis-
fortune. Even greater than their physical ailments
was their utter loss of morale. They were overcome
by the deepest gloom and despair. The atmosphere of
want and depression engulied them so completely that
it was difficult to aroise them from their lethargy.
The knowledge that the awful sacrifices had been in
vain exacted a ten-ible toll in the feeling of
spiritual abandonment.
Sick in body, mind, and spirit, they wearily
wended their way home where they were greeted with
tears of ^oy by loving x'/ives, mothers, and children,
who had suffered as much in their owti v^ray as the
vanquished soldiers. Any women who longed to imburden

themselves on a stronger spirit 7/ere sadlj'" disillusioned
and thro\TO back upon their own resources. Scarlett
O'Eara's wild flight from besieged Atlanta was stistained,
through all its horrors, by the thought that when she
reached home her troubles would vanish under her
mother's soothing cajre. Cruel fate mocked her when she
found gentle Ellen dead, G-erald, her father, to vvhom she
next turned, living in a vague world of his own, and
even capable MamEiy waiting to unburden her "weary load"
on the young Scarlett.
"{...) all looking to her for strength, for
guidance, a_Ll reading in her straight back coujrage
she did not possess and strength which had long
since failed. "(1)
With devotion and patience these women fostered the
spark of Hope which their men needed to give them re-
newed courage. Through the dark days after the war
their o^m courage must often have faltered, but they
maintained their Paith at all costs in an effort to im-
part some of it to their broken men.
G-irls who had been betrothed before or during the
war, married their crippled fiances and with laudable
determination proceeded to build a new life. Some
accepted and married men without a dollar. They lived
in ruined mansions or crowded tenement houses in the
TlTlSargaret Mitchell, G-one with the Wind, p. 398.

•fcovjns, and took pride in making their "homes" as
attractive and comfortable as scanty means would per-
mit. A few lomid romance with Yankee soldiers and
willingly accompanied their husbands to a section which
but recently had been the ob3ect of their fervent
hatred. Por girls who had grovm. up during the war
there were no eligible youths left to marry. Many of
these, as well as the ones whose sv/eethearts failed to
return, were doom.ed to lives of sjjinsterhood. They
devoted themselves to aiding their poverty-stricken
families, and to educating younger sisters and brothers.
Soldiers who returned to a plantation which,
through some kind fortune, had been spared from the
general havoc were indeed fortunate. Dennis Warden,
whose v/arrior father had died defending the Confed-
eracy, was amazed to the point of stupefaction to see
his home and estate as untouched as if there had never
been a v/ar. His mother had done an admirable 30b of
managing, alone. The youth recognized the irony of
the situation.
"He was master of Brook Haven and as ignorant
as a swaddled baby. Sara would teach him slcill-
fully always fostering the illusion of his male
superioritjr; but war had stripped him bare of
illusion and he knew that it would be months or
even years before he could manage the place alone. "(2)
(2) Marian Sims, Beyond Surrender
, p. 33
•

The collapse of the plantation system requii^ed
a new order to talze its place. Plantation ovmers
tried to sell part of their land but no one had money.
The wage system might have "been feasible but the ovmexs
had no credit or capital. Furthermore, the continu-
ation of field v/ork was not the negro's idea of free-
dom. They tried renting the land but the negroes had
no sense of responsibility. The share-crop system
proved the only successful vjay to meet existing con-
ditions. The landlord furnished living cuarters,
tools, and seeds, and in return got a percentage of
the crop. The tenant 7/orked the land and took the re-
maining part of the crop as his share. The advantages
of this system were counter-balanced by its evils;
but economically spealcing it put the South back on its
feet again. An amusing insight into the negro's idea
of this plan is found in "The Forge.*'
"Robinet is a negro laborer on the plantation?"
"Yes, suh, he wucks on de shares.
"A share cropper?"
"Yes, suli, dey 'vides what dey gits. Robinet
takes de \Tuck and Mistah Portycarp taJces de
crop . " ^ 5
)
A far greater percentage of veterans returned
to homes that were partially or completely demolished.
If they were fit to provide shelter, they were
""
(3) T. S. Stribling, The Forge
, p. 414.
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mdoubtedly moniunents to the industry of family and
slaves who had conquered, the fires set by Union troops.
The homeless v/ere taken in by kind friends or neighbors
as the Ashley Wilkes' were, until some other arrangement
could be made . ^ ^ ^
Many who had lost everything severed all ties and
fled from the region, loath to battle the chaos of a
changing system v/hen opportunities in the Y/est beckoned
them to reap the rewards of active enterprise. The
section v/hich once had been the stronghold of Southern
society was left to negroes, poor whites, and women
who had, of necessity, to remain v/here there was a roof
to shelter them, and a land to provide their flock v/ith
food. The evacuation of the South by the more enter-
prising young men v/as an added blow to the stricken
region. Only idle, unambitious, or crippled youths
were left.
.Women, reared in luxury, whose sacrifices and
labors during the war v/ere lightened by the realization
that they were contributing tov/ard the accomplishment
of that end upon which all hearts were fixed, were now
forced to face not temporary but permanent poverty.
They were to suffer, without a sustaining motive or
( 4 ) Mitchell , op. cit.

ideal, Soill greater privations than they endixred
diirins the war. The coimtry v/as prostrated and there
seemed little hope of any future but one of ab^eot
poverty and wretchedness.
In 1865 the South v/as a land of 7/idows and
orphans pining in dire, hopeless poverty. Drought
ruined what crops they tried to raise. Meat was an
unattainable luxury. Small children cried pitifully
for the food which desperate mothers humbled themselves
to obtain. An actual observer said it was not uncommon
to see women and children, who had never knom lArant,
begging for bread from door to door. (5) The Preedman's
Bureau, established dm'ing the v/ax to aid negroes, gave
what assistance it could to the most destitute whites.
The evident favoritism shown to negroes, and the
lordljr attitude affected by some of the Bureau
officials, stung the pride of Southerners, many of
whom vowed to starve rather than accept charity under
such conditions.
The burden of managing both plantation and
family, which many a lady had willingly assumed be-
lieving it to be a temporary arrangement, in many sad
cases became a permanent one. Those who returned to
(5) Walter L. 5'leming, Documentary History of
Reconstruction
, Vol. I, p. 20.

the plantations were dismayed at the destruction. The
cotton, stored for the time vihen peace v/ould permit it
to be exported, had in most cases made grand bonfires
for the enemy. Given time enough they could raise new
crop's, but the most pressing need was to provide sup-
Tjlies to tide them over the emergency. An abundance
of Confederate m.oney was held by those vihose faith in
the Confederacy had been strongest, but these bills
were now so useless that Scarlett O'Hara proposed to
paper a room with them. (6) 'fhey 7/ere scathingly re-
ferred to as "shin-plasters." Very few had any "legal
tender" from the United States L'lint. Carpet-baggers
streaming in from the L'orth were quick to realize
their golden opportunities. In exchange for a levi
paltry dollars they obtained valuable heirlooms. The
aristocrats' small stocks of hidden treasui^e vanished
rapidly as these mercenary individuals, gloating over
their good fortune, drove pitiless bargains.
The supreme staruggle with want and humiliation
drove many women to strenuous exertion. G-one were the
slaves v/ho had once relieved them of all manual labor.
It was not unusual to see Southern gentlewom.en whose
complexions had always been carefully shielded from

the sun, plowing, planting, or cultivating crops in
the blisterin.g sun of a summer day. A Northern
missionar3'- told a Philadelphia audience in 186? that
in Horth Carolina he had seen a white mother hitch her-
self to a plow which her boy of eleven guided, while
another child dropped seeds supplied "by northern
charity. (7) Undoubtedly the burden of the nevj era
fell heaviest on women of the rural areas who were
devoid of even the simplest comforts, and distracted
by the chaos surrounding them.
Per the first fev/ years after the war the life
of many Southern women beggars description; yet they
valiantly met the challenge. The story is told of a
gentle, shrinking G-eorgia woman who, at the time of
surrender, ?/as nearly four hundred miles from her
lujcurious home, from which she had fled when Sherman
"m^.rched to the sea."^^^ She was uncertain of the fate
of her husband who v;as v/ith G-eneral lee in Virginia.
She hired a "darky" v;ith his old army mule and wagon,
loaded the latter vilth the remnants and chattels that
were left to her, and placing her four children on top
trudged the entire distance on foot, cheering, guiding,
(7) Arthur W. Calhoun, A Social History of the
American Fam.ily
, Vol. Ill, p. 12
(8) J. L. Underwood, The V/omen of the Confederacy ,
p. 285.

and protecting the driver and. her little ones on the
tedious ^o'ojcney. Under a burning sun, along dusty
roads she plodded - footsore sjid anxious until she
reached her dismantled home saad restored her little
stock of earthly goods under their former shelter.
vVhen her soldier husband returned he found besides
his noble mie and precious children, the nucleus of
a nevj start in life glorified woman's courage and
fidelity under a most trying ordeal. For a year, de-
prived of even a decent pair of shoes, she toiled in
kitchen, garden, and open fields without a complaint
escaping her lips. This was not an exceptional case
as the hardships of v/omen in G-eorgia were extreme and
prolonged.
The soldier's retujrn was the signal for a cele-
bration. Joy reigned supreme in every home when its
master returned from the battlefield. After so much
suffering and sadness th^felt the need of a little
gaiety and laughter. They needed no excitement or
thrilling diversions such as had been paramount before
war had drained them of artificialities and false'
emotions. They were grateful now for the quiet con-
tentment of conversing v/ith friends in a small but
select gathering. 'Eo hardship or vexation was allowed
to intrude upon the happiness of the occasion. The

festivities, if such they could be called, were very
simple. Since it vms understood that the hosts v^ere
unable to serve refreshments of any kind, these gather-
ings were knovm as "Starvation Parties." This title,
however, often belied the facts. Y/ith a tradition of
magnificent hospitality behind them, it v;ould have
been a barren home indeed, v/hich could not supply
some simple refreshment for its guests.
There might have been a pudding ms.de of corn
meal or a simple cake made of the ssme grain and
sweetened with sorghura. Some of the secret v/ine
cellars had escaped detection by Yankee soldiers. In
such instances there was a plentiful supply of liquid
refreshment. Y/hen dishes were lacking, goiurds made
excellent substitutes. IIo apologies were necessary;
no embarrassment was felt by either hosts or guests.
If the guests were fortunate enough to have
shoes which could withstand the strain - they might
dance to the lively tunes played by negro fiddlers,
while a black patriarch called off the sets. The music
was enjoyable if dancing was out of the question. The
pleasure of being among friends atoned for anything
that was lacking. It v;as sufficient to knov/ that
peace reigned again, and they need never be separated
from their families again.

Since everyone was poor ?/ith the exception of
speculators who had become wealthy at the expense of
women and children, poverty was essential if one wished
to be of good repute. Onl3' shameless women like Corrie
May Upjohn,^ 9) and Emmie Slattery, ( ) vtho consorted
with thieving rascals of the new governments, could
afford lavish clothes. The want of means became a
jest which nobody mourned over. Yet they worked as
hard as they could to repair their wasted fortunes.
This was true in the matter of dress. Style and
fashion were frivolities which belonged to the Past and
which could be indulged again in the Future, perhaps,
when some semblance of order and progress would help
them toward a reasonable prosperity. Meanwhile ,they
wore whatever they happened to have. The nicety of
dressing suitably to fit the occasion was no longer
observed. Clothes were ignored and personalities held
the spotlight.
Women became quite adept at making over old
clothes. Cloth was turned to give it a fresher
appearance. Drapes, spreads, or whatever good
materials could be found in ^old trunlcs were used to
( 9 ) G-V'/en Bristow, The Handsome Road .
(10) Margaret Kitchell, Gone with the Wind.

concoct nev/ cost-uunes. Yihen Lucinda Lyttleton was
to "be married, her relatives and neighbors gathered
all their silks, laces and velvets. They ripped,
basted, and sewed, -until she had enough clothing for
a suitable trousseau. Her sister Margaret donated
her shoes which had "only one little tiny hole in
them. " A beautiful brocaded coverlet made a handsome
wedding govm. The groom was not quite so -mil out-
fitted, but friends contributed "an almost new uni-
form, " and a fine pair of boots which were, however,
to be returned to their ovmer after the honeymoon.
Scarlett O'Hara had her mother's green velvet
portieres made into the first nev^ d.ress she ovrned
Sim e the Yankees vacated "Tara."^^-^) Lacking
ostrich plumes for a velvet bonnet she was raaiing to
match Scarlett's gown, Melanie threatened to part
the old rooster from his gorgeous, bronze, tail-
feathers. But occasions v/hich called for fine
clothes were indeed exceptional. The struggle for
existence was far too desperate.
Southern chivalry did not die in 1865 . If
possible, the courageous sacrifices made by v/omen held
(11) Laura Krey, And Tell of Time, pp. 104-6.
(12) Mtchell, o£. cit
. ,
p. 545.

them up to greater" esteem. But once having displayed
their amazing capabilities they could never again pre-
tend to be the dependent creatures whose propensity
for swooning made them appear so helpless. How could
they have been otherwise than delicate dressing as
they did? Their high heels, long heavy skirts,
crinoline, and diabolical corsets which constricted
them Linraercifully , were primarily responsible for the
fragility of women of the Old South.
At least one good effect of the mr was the
sensible, more natural mode of dress adopted by women.
The strenuous exertions demanded by the emergencies
of war caused the hoop skirt to disappesx, crinoline
to vanish, and "stays" to be considerably loosened.
The scarcity of cloth led to simplicity in the style
of garments, and the increased outdoor life made long,
sweeping skirts impractical and ridiculous. The newer
mode was simpler and more practica], adopted to meet
the demand of a more rigorous life.
Domestic difficulties presented a vexing prob-
lem to housekeepers in the rural areas. Their former
help, with the exception of the most loj^-al ones, had
gone their separate ways. The few who were left were
unable to cope with emergencies without the guidance
of their mistress. It fell to her lot to work side by

side wii:li t;heni in kitchen and field, instructing,
directing, and encoiiraging them. The lack of kitchen
utensils and tools doubled the hardship of even the
simplest kind of v/ork. V/hen young negresses could,
finally, be persuaded to return to work as freediuen,
they were far from satisfactory. They were apt to be
irresponsible, unstable, and insolent. The housev;ives
of the Hew South were beginning to appreciate the
"servant problem" alluded to by their Northern sisters.
The corrupt governments headed by scheming
politicians and adventurers from the North, as well as
scalawags from the South, took advantage of the fact
that the majority of Southern whites had been excluded
from voting as punishment for their part in the re-
bellion. They took up temporary residence in the South
in order that the-j might control the negro vote and be
elected to office. The state governments administered
under such conditions were of the v^'orst sort imaginable.
Enormous taxes were levied on a hard-pressed populace,
and the money was frequently sjjent in speculation and
extravagance, leaving the states burdened with debt.
The assessments levied upon the estates v/hich
had been wealthy were so immense that poverty-stricken
owners were often compelled to forfeit their lands.
Speculators boug^.t them for a fraction of their value

or they were sold at auction to shrewd rogues who may
have been instrumental in boosting the taxes so that
the owner would lose control of a coveted piece of
property. An excellent example of this vindictive
policy is displayed in "Gone With The Wind. "(13) After
collecting the taxes for the year, a second assessment
was demanded because a prospective buyer had put in his
bid to purchase it at the Sheriff ^s Sale. But they
reckoned without the will and determination of Miss •
Scarlett O'Harai
Ann Lame, more long-suffering that the impet-
uous Scajflett, had, by stringent economy, raised the
tax money. (1^) Pearing to trust anyone vd.th so impor-
tant a mission, she made the long trip to town on the
last day allowed for payment. There she was subjected
to humiliating treatment by a gloating official who,
as her father's fonner overseer, had been dismissed
because of his insolence to hsr. When he counted the
money he claimed it was ten dollars short of the re-
quired amount. His revenge would have been complete
but for the intervention of Corrie May Upjohn.
The activity of the lew South centered in and
around, the tov«is. Penniless folk of all classes flocked
^ (13) Margaret Mitchell, G-one with the Wind, p. 520
(14) G-wen Bristow, The Handsome Road, p. 54-5.

there in the hope of obtaining work.
Two avenues were open to women of the more
cultured class. Teaching v\ras considered "respectable"
v/hen self-support v/as necessary. Shopkeepers and
tradesmen who ywtb now the "nouveau-riche" class were
anxious to give their children the advantages of an
education and culture formerly denied them. Sharon
I;Iyles left a hopelessly entangled plajitation to move
to an upper- story tenement in the nearest tovm where
she taught music to small children. ( 15 ) She was so
successful that in a short time she rented a rather
fine ol,d house in tovm as a finishing school for girls.
The influx of strDn::ers to the tovm v-/as a boon
to impoverished families whose ancestral homes, situated
in or near the scenes of activity were not too badly
damaged to permit taking in "paying guests." Ladies
used to having their wishes anticipated, foujid their
positions reversed when they v/ere compelled to cater
to individuals v/hom, in ante-bellum times, they v;ould
have ignored. Pancy needlework was resorted to by a
fev/ v/ho v;ere skilled in the art. Their work v/as sold
in the shops but ±'evi with artistic tastes could afford
to purchase them, and the untutored preferred m.ore
gaudy articles.
(15) Ivlarian Sims, Beyond Siirrender
, p. 84.

Yo-ung girls of the patrician class, growing up
during this chaotic period, were overv/orkcd and under
privileged. There was no longer the possibility?- of
being sent to boarding school or college. They re-
ceived what little educational training thej could
from mothers or older sisters. The exhausting nature
of their daily tasl:s left little time for leisurely
learning. Their practical experience and Imowledge
made them more capable to deal v/ith real situations
than did the more aesthetic training of their mothers
The value of an educational background was more
apparent than ever, novj that girls were dependent on
their own resources for self-suj^port.
These people would not send their children to
the public schools for various reasons. The schools
were established in or near towns which precluded any
possibility of attendance by those in the rural area.s
The school districts were five miles scuare, muddy
miles in winter, blazing hot in suminer. It took time
for the opposition to public schools to subside. The
aristocrat preferred ignorance, if necessary', rather
than to allow his children, especially the girls to
mingle with "poor white trash." Moreover, prov/ling
negroes made lonely roads unsafe.

When more stable governments were established,
and a reasonable degree of prosperity could be guaran-
teed, great sacrifices were made to send girls to be
trained along lines which would make them self-reliant
and independent. School-teaching was the least ob-
jectionable and most dignified profession for women.
It served as an opening wedge which was to lead to
grea.ter economic opportunity for women while it grad-
ually obliterated the prejuidice and stigma attached to
self support.
Among elderly members of the family there v/as a
tendency to cling tenaciously to the old traditions and
ideals. This may have been a sjTnptom of senility, but
more often it v;as an escape from the cruel realities
of the time. Such incidents might have been amusing
but for the tragic evidences of a retreat from reality.
J'ragile lines. Long, unable to face a world so changed
from vjhat she had alv/ays laiown, retired to the privacy
of her room as a s emi- invalid. ( -^^ ^ V/hen visitors
called at the mined manor they were "announced" as in
former days regardless of the lack of servants. She
insisted on dressing for dinner and continuing all the
customs of a South which had vanished forever. Her
( 16 ) Iviarian Sims, Beyond S'urrender
. p. 41.
I
refusal to adjust herself to the changing scene simply
added another "burden to be borne by her patient
daughter. Even crusty old gentlemen sometimes refused
to face the inevitable. "Ihen Thomas Dabney heard that
General Sherman had said that he would like to bring
every Southern v^oman to the vYashtub, that worthy one
proclaimed tliat his daughters should never stand over
a tub if he had to do the v/ashing himself. And al-
though he v/as seventy at the time, he continued this
self-i]"posed task for tvjo years. (17)
Social standards ordinarily take a long time to
change, but necessity/ can often ameliorate circum-
stances, ^/hile self-support by women was still de-
plored, it was recognized as a necessary evil. Men
did not respect them the less, but pitied them the
more that such a course of action was required. The
tradition of chaperonage, too, v/as doomed. It had
been a pretty pretense when girls had been sheltered
like nuns. For those who had lived through the real-
ities of v/ar, it was absurd. They had proved their
ability to take care of them.selves, and had earned
the right to independence.
(17) Walter L. Fleming, Documentary History of
Reconstruction
,
Vol. I, p. I4.
i
The effects of Reconstruction on the poorer
class of whites v/ere as varied as the multitude of
types included in this classification. The more pros-
perous ones suffered loss of property and slaves, and
7\rere as destitute in 1865 as the better class. But for
those people who, their econom3'', shrewdness, or good
fortune v\rere 'ready to step out on the road to pros-
perity, the vjar brought a great era of emancipation.
A great multitude of this class came forward as the
buyers and ovmers of better lands than they had ever
been able to obtain under the old order. This was
made possible by the emigration of lORnj of the ov^ners
of rich lands to v;estem regions, when taxes and fore-
closures robbed them of their property. By working
the land themselves, these fam.ilies were better situ-
ated than those vjho employed labor. They prospered
faster than the owner who engaged in share- cropping
and whose profits depended on shiftless, unreliable
farmers.
Such changes were gradual and farmers in the
South, as elsewhere, suffered drought and insect
scourges v>/hich offset the years when good fortune
smiled. The increase of small farms was a healthy
sign of better equalization of opportionity than was
possible in earlier times. The knov/ledge that they
I
were compensated in proportion to their industry en-
couraged thera to greater efforts. V/omen eagerly stimu-
lated the spirit of enterprise and gave v/hat assistance
they could in field and home to bring about greater suc-
cess. By their energy and examx^le they added materially
to their resources.
People of the mountain regions v/ere aroused from
their lethargy by the Civil War. They became conscious
of a world which had been almost unlaiown in their moun-
tain fastnesses. As the men marched with Confederate
troops they received the first cheers thsit had 'ever
thrilled them. The women, too, came dov;n from the
seclusion of their homes to visit their men in cajnp and
hospital. They regarded the activity of toivns and
cities with amazement. They, in turn, became sources
of great interest to their countrymen. Their wretched
lives aroused the sympathy of philanthropists who becsjne
aware of their plight through the writings of travelers
and educators who toured the South during the years
after the T;ar.
The women and children of the poorest class sanli
to new levels of misery and depravity, when their men
failed to return from the v/ar. Officials of the Preed-
m.an*s Bureau to whom they applied for help, told queer
stories of the appearance and action of some of these
i4
strange creatiires. Barefooted, and clad in a single,
ragged garment held together with rope or something as
crude, they straggled in to Bureau headquarters in
search of government relief. liiany became women of easy
virtue who follovred garrisons about from place to
place. They would not work. Indeed no one would hire
these "low-dovm. people" because they did not Imov^ how
to v/ork. They were wild, quarrelsome creatures v;ith a
fierce pride and an appalling dread of becoming public
charges. Mcllv^aine says that they v^ould beg from door
to door, viinter in a hut of pine boughs and stoop to
thievery rather than sleep under a roof of charity. ^^^^
"Crackers" who went to work in factories during
the war continued to do so in the peri6d of expansion
which industry en^oj^ed at the cessation of hostilities.
They and their malnourished children v;ere exploited by
mill owners who worked them long hours for pitifully
small wages. In the period of recovery from prostra-
tion, child labor was natural enough. The poverty of
the South for many years f ollov/ing the war made it
necessary for almost every member of the family to
work, to piece out a frugal existence. It was no para-
dox to find puny, underprivileged children toiling long
(18) Shields Mcllwaine, The Southern Poor White
from. lubberland to Tobacco Road
,
p. 86.
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hours in mills v/hile negro children were being educated
and watched over by Morthem benevolence.
Squalid huts began to appear on the outskirts of
tov/ns, and slum conditions prevailed. Y/ith the growth
of mills the lives of the workers were controlled by
mill- owners. A new kind of feudalism was imposed.
The poor ssjidliillers became politically enslaved to
their new masters, but they seemed not to resent it.
Compared with v/hat they had before the war, they con-
sidered themselves fortunate. The houses they lived in
were far better than those they had in the hills. They
received cash for their services and credit was given
to them at the company store. Then, too, they enjoyed
the social life and celebrations on the fev; holidays
given them.
The mills had a deadening effect on the physical
and mental health of its workers, but the very fact that
it brought people down from the barren hills into the
circle of community life vath its possibility of en-
lightenment, was an encouraging sign. They became more
industrious because they v/ere better compensated than
ever before. Pins.lly, they v^ere at least exposed to
culture and a more refining influence than any they
had ever known.

Men of shrewd business ability who had f oujid it
difficult to prosper under the old regime, enjoyed an
unprecedented run of good luck during the V/ar and Re-
construction Period. They were in a position to dictate
and many took full advantage of the opportunity to make
money, regardless of the victim. J. Handback, rascally
supply merchant, took advantage of struggling poor-
whites like Gibeon Dalrymple . ( ^5 ) The latter produced
four bales of cotton one year and eight the next, yet
both times he just broke even according to Eandback's
ledger. The astute r.Cr. Helm was not averse to mailing
an excellent profit at the expense of his own son-in-
law. (20) These merchants had the v;hip-hand, and gave
no ciuarter to any victim, especially the former upper-
class. \'/here formerly they had stood in awe of the
rich planters, the situation vjas noT7 reversed. Their
former patrons were reduced to pleading for credit. As
securit3i^, the merchant might get the deed to a choice
plot of land or whatever else he coveted. Llany an
ancestral home changed hands in such a manner.
The v;ives and daughters of the merchants loimd
themselves in an enviable position. The old aristocracy
(19) T. S. Stribling, The Store .
(20) liriarian Sims, Beyond Surrender .
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with its flaunted society had vanished with the dov/nfall
of the plantations. In its place arose a new social
order. Since money, not culture, was power, the new
society was somewhat brash and crude. They attempted
to make an impression "by spending money lavishly. I'he
conservative taste and decorum of the old leaders were
too quiet for them. ITew houses bristling with up-to-
date gadgets and the most modem improvements, rose be-
side mellowed old homes of an earlier period. Costly
bric-a-brac and massive furniture vied for importance
in the garish rooms. A fascinating description of such
a house may be found in "Beyond Surrender. "( 21)
Daughters of the merchant class enjoyed priv-
ileges beyond their fondest dreams. It was they, who
were now able to import the finest dresses and bonnets.
They were resplendent in their new plumage. The belles
of yesteryear looked shabby in comparison. "They wore
rags with an air of gallant unconcern, but still, they
wore rags. "(22) Since fine feathers made tlr.e. birds,
they attracted males who were v;ear3^ of sombemess and
poverty. Their highest ambition v;as to marry an aristo-
crat. In the ITew South the family name, tradition, and
(21) Ibid ., pp. 285-86.
(22) Ibid., p. 61.
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background plaj^ed an important part, much the same as
in the Old South. It was considered preferable to
marry into a family of quality v^hose material circum-
stances had been reduced, rather than wed one who v/as
rich but of coiimion stock. Even today, to belong to a
notable family is still a rich asset in the South.
Denis V/arden, master of Brook Haven, reflecting
that "War had singed the women of his acquaintance; had
left them with a core of suffering beneath their laugh-
ter, "(23) married flighty, but pretty Dolly Helm,
daughter of his creditor. She was far below him. as
measured by the social scale of former days, and while
he lived to regret his action, he was infatuated by
her gaiety and physical charm.
It pleased the creditor class to give their
children educational advantages v;hich had been im-
possible in pre-v/ar times. The girls were sent to pri-
vate schools where they were trained in the social
graces as viell as in the arts, and academic subjects.
Their teachers were ladies of respected families who
were glad to earn a livelihood by accepting the patron-
age of their former tradesmen.
(23) Sims, loc. cit., p. 61.
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The whites of upper aiid lovver classes were united
in their efforts to keep the white race dominant in the
South. The fear of negro insurrections caused consider-
able apprehension. The colored race largely outnumbered
the white population. The negroes, through the vjork of
such organizations as the Union League, had been given
aji exaggerated idea of their ovrn importance. Members of
such groups fostered bad blood between the two races,
for their ovm personal aggrandizement. Poor whites
hated the slaves before the war, but afterward lived in
dread of having the social eq^uality of the negro thrust
upon them. This fear increased their bitterness sjid
distrust of the "darkies" and sought release in acts of
brutality and violence.
The poor white ^joined the upper class, if he was
allowed, in the Ku Klux Klan. He had more work to do
under the white hood theji anyone else. Those refused
admittance to the large organization, formed ICLans of
their ovrn. It was an excellent chance to voreak
vengeance upon "niggers" who had reviled them. They
"fired" school houses run by Iforthem missionaries for
the negroes. Denied education themselves, they v/ere
determined not to let the "darkies" enjoy such advan-
tages. Ghirrches and homes were destroyed to terrify the
negro populace, and keep them submissive. It v/as

imdoiibtedly the actions of smaller Klans such as these,
v/hich assisted in discrediting the larger organization.
One of the reasons for establishing the Klan,
was the protection of women. The lawless elements
prevalent in the South during Reconstruction struck
terror to the hearts of all citizens. Grimes and out-
rages increased. Weak government officials vjere power-
less. Southern men, therefore, took matters in their
own hands. In some sections it was not safe for a
white woman to step outside her own door without some
protection. Y/omen of the poorer classes who carried
dairy products to to\m to sell were afraid to go by
themselves. Por mutual protection they arranged to go
in large groups. (24)
This fear of the negro, and the jealousj'' of the
benificence bestowed upon the black race by xTorthem
societies, deepened racial intolerance. Negro children
were sent to school by charitable organizations of the
llorth while white children v/ere cruelly neglected.
Illiterate children were plentiful in rural axeas
during the Seventies, due to the restrictions sul'fered
as a result of the War and Reconstruction. Their
aversion to accepting "charity" in the guise of public
(24) Walter L. Fleming, Doelementary History of
Rec onstruct ion
,
Yol. II, p. 333.
*
school education was one reason. Avaxy explains
another
.
"A cause operating against education of both
races remains to be cited. The carpet-bag, scalawag
and negroid State Governments ma.de raids on educa-
tional funds. (...)war had left a school fund, tax-
ation increased it; but for two years no child white
or black received its benefits. "1 25
)
lublic schools established after 1870 gradually
improved. The education of daughters of the family
yielded splendid results. It raised not only economic,
but the cultural standards of the community. Poor girls,
especially, have benefitted by the granting of a privil-
ege so long denied them.
Emancipation, bursting as it did upon the negro's
horizon, left him dazed and bev/ildered. It was almost
inpossible for some of them to realize that they could
leave the plantation of their own volition, without
being brought back by force, and p-'jnished for what had
always been donsidered a most serious offense. The more
daring ones, rather timidly/ to be sure, tested the valid-
ity of the rumor by quitting the plantation. vVhen no one
questioned the escapade, they boldly came and went as
they pleased. While some were glad to shake the dust of
bondage forever from their feet, others, penitent and
crestfallen, returned to their old masters after a taste
(25) MjTta Lockett Avary, Dixie After the War,
p. 307.
i
of freedom. Uncle Peter expressed it thus.
"PreeJ Dat v/ord kep ringin' in my min' lak a
tinklin' bell an* a soundin' trampet. I had to
see vvhut it was lak to be a free man in dis vmrl.
I had to fin' out." Kis voice S8Jik. "I foun'
out , " he said, "an' 'twam't sweet. 'Twar misery
an pain. Eff 'n yo ' wants me, I'll serve you twell
I die. "(26)
UTegro women were less anxious to taste the
fiTuits of victory than their men- folk. Although they
were delighted to be free, they did not exult over
their masters but genuinely sjnnpathized with them in
their ruin. The household chores v/ere performed as
usual, the children were tended as zealously as ever,
but both parties understood perfectly that the service
was entirely voluntary. The loyal old slaves who had
been with the family for a generation or more v;ere too
attached to their "folks" to desert them now in their
mdsery. Besides, thej;' v/ere too old to begin a nev/ life
among strangers in unfamiliar surroundings. They Imew
they would be talcen care of in their old -age if their
former masters ever regained their lost prosperity.
Pork and Irllammy were true representatives of this type,
who suffered thorough all hardships with their owners. (27)
They v/ere ordered about as in the old days, but it was so
natural they never questioned it.
(26) Laura Krey, ^And Tell of Time
,
p. 82.
(27) Margaret Hitchell, Gone With the Wind.

In some instances, those newly freed gave the
"Missus" to understand that they expected payment in
silver or gold for their services. Intoxicated by their
new liberty, many young negresses flitted about, sipping
the cup of freedom and by their very giddiness failed
to enjoy its satisfaction. The pitfall of unchastity
lured them to perdition. Handsome wenches like
Gracie(28) and Phyllis^^S) became quite important as
the mistresses of men of the ruling white class during
Reconstruction.
Housekeepers of the ITew South were faced with a
most distracting servant problem. The negro's idea of
freedom was total abstinence from labor. Ihe few who
might be persuaded to return to household tasks were
aware of the favor they were bestowing, and were corre-
spondingly hard to manage. The mistress frequently had
to do the sweeping, dusting, or cooking herself. Money
could not entice some overjoyed negresses to part with
the leisure which was their conception of emancipation.
The situation v/as so bad, v;ith only a few to do the work
formerly attended to by scores, th8.t even temporary or
inexperienced help was a boon. Drusilla Crowninshield
(28) T. "S. Stribling, The Forge .
«
(29) Francis Grisv;old, A Sea Island Lady .

hired fifteen year old Parmy Lee for fifty cents a week,
with the imderstanding that when, imder Drusilla's
tutelage she learned how to coolc, she would hire out to
some other housewife who could afford to pay more. ^30)
It is alleged that agents of the "Bureau" in-
formed the n egresses concerning their rights and
XJrivileges. They advised them not to continue their
vjork as servants for the white women who should now
learn the meaning of labor. The idea^ that their hus-
bands should support them as white men supported their
wives caused many of them to actually quit their employ-
ment. Those who could not take such drastic action be-
came rather fractious and refused to do certain menial
taslcs, informing the "Missus" to blacken the boots or
milk the cow herself. There was, however, a decided
tendency toward relieving negro women of field work and
giving them lighter employment.
In the two years immediately following the war,
when the governments set up by President Johjison v/ere
operating rather vjell, the Southern answer to the problem
of what to do v/ith the freedmen \n&s solved by the enact-
ment of the so-called "Black Laws. "(31) These were
(30) Stribling, o£. cit
. ,
p. 85.
(31) Walter L. Fleming, The Sequel of Appomatox,
p. 97.
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remarkably fair. Blacks were to be permitted the ssme
legal rights as whites, but restricted by the prin-
ciples of political and social inferiority. Southem
whites knew how to handle negroes, but, imfortimately
the "Black Laws" were never enforced but were suspended
from the beginning by the S'reedman's Bureau and the
Army. Radicals in the i^oi*th cleverly seized them as
proof that the Southern whites were prepared to perse-
cute and subjugate their recent slaves.
In order to safeguard the civil rights of the
freedmen, the Bureau was given authority to set up
couzTs of its OYm, where they displayed, time and
again, their partiality and preference for the negro.
Vindictive black men could have white men dragged be-
fore the Court upon frivolous complaints. The victims
were ridiculed, abused, lectured, fined^ or imprisoned.
The Korth was, in great part responsible for the
demoralization of the negro. They overwhelmed them v-rith
adulation and promises. The v^hites were branded as
traitorous enemies and rebels of the Government, who
were permitted to live only by the magnanimit3r of the
ITorth. Lauded in press and pulpit as innocent victims
of the white man's cruelty, the negroes 7/ere hailed as
"v/ards of the nation." Every convenience was placed
at their disposal during the period of Black Recon-
i
struction. The n'reedinan* s Bank 3Jid Bureau viere estab-
lished primarily for their benefit. Offices in the
newly formed government, endovments and boiinties were
lavishly promised to them. Force Bills were passed to
secure their triumph over the whites. They were the
pets and heroes of the North. The simple, gullible
nature of the negroes made it easy to tarn their poor
ignorant heads. It did irreparable damage to their
moral natures and to their future status among citizens
of the South.
They v>,'ere so pampered with free rations supplied
by the Bureau and other agencies, that the to;ms fairly
swarmed with indolent blacks. Sonorous-voiced politi-
cians extolled their virtues. Through some misunder-
standing, negroes believed the Government would give
each man "forty acres and a mule." Such propaganda
raised false hopes. The dream of social equality with
the whites, was now changed imtil they felt they were
the superior race. They became insolent and overbearing
in their conduct toward the white man. The more ob-
streperous ones delighted in goading aristocrats whom
they disliked, into lashing out at them, so that they
might, through due process of law, enjoy retaliation.
White women whose faith in black slaves during the awful
days of war had been justified, now lived in terror of

them.
An aggressive attiirade was taken by many negroes.
Radical whites had preached that their former masters
were scheming to enslave them again, economically. To
show their hostility, negroes jostled or edged white
folks off the sidewalks or forced them to detoior aro-and
them. Hot-tempered Denis Warden refused to allow a for-
mer slave to h-umiliate him. (32) Jed Farris drilling his
regiment of black troops ignored the Warden carriage
waiting in the road, and the request that it be allowed
to pass. Denis, obstinate to the pleas of his mother
and wife to avoid trouble, grasped the carriage whip and
^jumped dov.n to teach the cocky leader a lesson. Happily
for all concerned, the negro chose that moment to dis-
perse his company.
Colored families who became "share-croppers" were
mostly unsuccessful, chiefly because of their ineffi-
ciency and unwillingness to work. They borrowed on the
next year's crop, went to town frequently when they
should liave been working, and were generally imcompetent.
Their constant indebtedness lovjered their standard of
living to a new low which was nearly beyond description.
Their squalid huts were barren and unhealthy. Their rai-
ment was coarse and scanty. They became subject to ills
(32) I'.'larian Sims, Beyond Surrender, p. 450.
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which had never troubled them on the plantations. There
was lavjlessness among the new generation who no longer
had "old massa and old missus" to control them. The
children were unhappy antitheses of the v;ell-ied planta-
tion pickaninnies.
Irresponsible negroes deserted their families,
and roamed the countryside indulging their inherent
vices - indolence, theft, and sensuality. The greatest
drawback to men and women of the Black Race has been
their immorality. Even religion has not been entirely
effective in combatting the evil. Progress was slow
,
but those who really did "get religion," settled dovn
in many cases to a normal, wholesome family life.
The more discerning ones began to realize that
their former ovmers were, after all, their best friends.
The latter understood the negro and were bitter toward
the avaricious v./hites who set the blacks on the downv/ard
path. There was no animosity felt by either race where
long years of association had built up a mutual feeling,
of love and kinship.
Religious revivals played an important pajrt in
the life and recreation of the negro after the v/ar.
Rumor would spread when an itinerant preacher was in the
vicinity that there was to be a "shouting" that night.
They v;ould sing, shout, join hands and circle around,

daxLCing and jumping -unijil one of the circle would faint.
The insensible one was considered to have "got reli-
gion." These frenzies delighted them.
Perhaps the one way in which the negro was made
fully cogniZBJit of his changed status was his oppor-
tunity to attend school. Hoary age and tender youth
sat in the same schoolroom. Confiscated homes, former
hospitals, and other available buildings were converted
into schoolhouses. Uorthem teachers white and blaclc
were sent to instruct them. Emily Penwick learned many
lessons herself while teaching one of these classes. (33)
The old ones were anxious to learn hov/ to read so that
they might peruse the Bible. The attendance was not
constant, and there were many difficulties. Poor
vjhites, jealous of the privileges given the negroes,
refused to attend such schools. They accused the
teachers of spreading Horthem propaganda, and fostering
ill-feeling between the two races. The Ku Klux Klan
often burned their schoolhouses. Opposition increased
during Reconstruction, and Horthem teachers, dis-
heartened, returned home. ITegroes, too, lost their first
enthusiasm. The subject matter taught was on a plane
(33) Prancis Oriswold, A Sea Island Lady .

calculated for a higher degree of civilization. Never-
theless they made enormous gains. There was a great
decline in negro illiteracy at the end of Reconstruction.
The most hopeful outcome for the fu-bure was the develop-
m.ent of the Hampton- Tuskegee plan for the training of
negro teachers during this period.
The alteration in the status of women v;as one of
the most outstanding signs of transformation in the Uev/
South. A Southern v;om.an, before the war had no oppor-
tunity for a career outside the home, no chance for
economic independence, for self-support. She was bound
by a genteel tradition which curbed her ambitions and
stifled her individuality. War forced her out of her
sheltered existence to an active participation in a
rapidly changing world. The spirit of determination
and courage which carried her through the wax was main-
tained and strengthened during the trying period v/hich
followed. She cheered and encouraged, and by her ex-
ample inspired the building of a nevv life. Her achieve-
ments seemed boundless, and any prosperity her family
enjoyed was due, largely, to her efforts. Greater out-
door activity and m.ore sensible dress gave her better
health. The timidity v/hich characterized her before the
war was replaced by a sense of sui-eness in her ov/n
ability.

The poorer v/hite v/oman, in the main, paralleled
the experiences of the upper class during the War and
Reconstruction. In some instances her lot v/as greatly
improved vihen better farm- land was acq^uired. She
entered industry and laid the foundation for the ad-
vancement of the rights of v/oraen. Then, too, educa-
tional facilities were available although many did not
take advantage of them immediately. The better equal-
ization of opportunity was a distinct advantage to a
class which had alwa^'s been downtrodden.
The black race seemed to be the losers in a con-
flict waged for their benefit. Emancipation brought
them misery and woe. They were unprepared for freedom.
Their degradation was swift and tragic. But at least
they had gained liberty J The v/ill to use or abuse it
was solely in their ovm hands and not those of a
master. The educational system laid during this era
gained momentum in later years. Some of the illiteracy
had been wiped out loy 1877. The opportunity to advance
and succeed was a matter for the individual to decide.
The seed was sov/n. The harvest was in the lap of the
gods.

/ /
RESIJltE OP NOVELS PERTAIIIIKG TO TEE PERIOD
In the tum-altuous post-war years the American
Scene was one of hustling activity - confused and
turbulent, hut not without fascination. The South was
an unwilling victim of an industrialism which engulfed
their agrarianism. The aristocrats still clung to the
romance of the past. The aroma of the old sentiment-
al ism still lingered. Writers continued the romantic
note dominant in earlier literature. The Civil War
produced only one book of realistic criticism "The
Recollections of a Private" by Warren Goss, but Ameri-
cans vjere not yet ready for caustic debupxking, and it
enjoyed no popularity.
A brilliant group of literary writers in the
mid- eighties created a revival of interest in the ITew
South. Southern literature became a kind of craze
under the influence of T. H, Page, J. C. Harris and
Mary Murfree. Their most notable contribution was the
glorifying of the Old South.
Southern writers had done this before the war,
but in a spirit of bitterness and defiance. The Re-
vivalists strove to portray the lovable, admirable
qualities of the region and its people. These "local
colorists" chose the aristocrat as the most picturesque
subject for their talents. The poor-vjhite v/ith his

drabness and ignorant manners v/ould certainly repel
rather than attract those 7/ho manifested their interest.
In the present centiiry there began to develop in
fiction, a critical snd soraetiines propagandist treatment
of the y/hite classes in the South. T. S. Stribling in
his famous trilogy typifies this attitude of criticism
in his treatment of characters like Alex Cady and J.
Handback. He emphasizes the importance of economic
background. Because he is a humanitarian as v/ell as a
caxeful documentor, he attempts to portray the evil as
v/ell as the good in his characters. The documentary and
factual method used by some modern Virriters has led to a
logical and systematic portrayal of events. "Bugles
Blow No More" by Clifford Dowdey, "And Tell of Time" by
Laura Erey to mention but two, are accurate chronicles,
one of the Y/ar, the other of Reconstruction, with
romance interwoven.
A sjTiipathetic x^icture of the poor white wommi is
drawn hj Bristow in "The Handsome Road." A clever ex-
position places the burden of responsibility for the
misery of this class upon the aristocrats who encouraged
the exploitation of these poor creatinres. Ivlarian Sims
depicts the Uriah Heep of the poor whites in the char-
acter of Ivlr. Helm, in "Beyond Surrender." The uncom-
fortable pretensions and crudities of a "nouveau-riche"
/

family are particularly striking as contrasted with the
genteel tradition of the Warden's background, when the
two families are united by marriage.
Perhaps no novel dealing with the Southern
aristocracy has been so brutally franl-c yet so grippingly
tender in its portrayal as Margaret Ivlitchell's "Gone
With the Wind. " Tne trend toward realism and sensi-
bility reaches a climax here. Excellent character de-
lineations and stage settings recreate the charm and
splendor of life before the war. 'The stark realism
which descended upon the O'liara family v/ith the advent
of War and Reconstinction, stripped the veneer of culture
from its favorite daughter and revealed the primitive in-
stincts which generations of soft living had not been
sufficient to suppress. The glamour of the old days
hangs like a v/raith in many of these novels, but the
realities of a hi^ljcomplex civilization demands common-
sense, practical treatment of subject matter, plot, and
characters.
The heroines of these latter da3'' novels are quite
different from the delicate, lavender- scented ladies of
the earlier romantic fiction. They should he I The sor-
did, brutal elements of reality have challenged them to
fight or perish. If in the battle they lost some of their
glitter, be assured they have gained more human warmth

and genuine depth of emotion than was possible in the
artificial society of the pre-war South.

AM ABSTRA.CT OP A THESIS
Writers of modem American fiction liave presented
the heroines of stories of the Givil War and Reconstruc-
tion Era in the South, in a different light thaji authors
dealing vrith belles of the ante-bellum period. The
change in vievrpoint has been due, not so much to the
introspective qualities of the authors, as to the
revolutionary transformation in women themselves, caused
by their experiences in the tremendous upheaval* To
fully appreciate the potencj'- of the changes, an over- all
survey of the section and its people in relation to their
background, is necesssr-y. The span of time between I860
and 1877 shoves the most effective contrasts.
The plan of this paper is to deal "with the three
prevailing classes" of womer , aristocrat
,
poor white, and
negress. The subject is organized to present the three
successive stages in the drama: first, the status of
v/omen under the Old Regime; second the terrible ex-
periences they suffered during the Givil War, and
finally, the read^justments demanded of women a com-
plete revolution in the social and economic life of the
region. Each section closes with a summary of the
particular period covered. The first part discusses the
characteristics of each class of v/omen, placing emphasis

on the domestic, recreational, and educational facilities
available to each. The second i)ortion reveals the be-
havior of the three types in response to the stimuli of
war. Their devotion, courage, and ingenuity under stress
have been disclosed. The third :pa rt portrays the final
destruction of the Old South with its consequent effect
on women. The leveling of the upper class, the rise of
the middle group, and the temporary elevation of the
black race present an interesting panorama. By way of
conclusion, a thumb-nail sketch of literary trends which
have affected the portrayal of women of the designated
[period, is briefly presented.
The institution of slaveiy colored everjT'thing it
touched. The economic structiore of the Old South was
built on it. Wealthy planters acquired more and more
slaves, and prospered accordingly. Poor farmers unable
to maintain chattels, were compelled to compete with rich
planters in a system that v/as grossly unjust and nn-
balanced. Such competition denied the middle group oppor-
tunities for equal rights and privileges. As the gap
widened between the two white classes, there was built up,
gradually, a distinct caste system with the aristocrat at
the top and the slave at the bottom. The poor whites were
higher in the social scale than the negroes, because of
their color, but they were actually more neglected and

destitute, in many cases. The negroes, while objects of
pity to the Horth^were^by far, the most carefree of the
three groups.
They were burdens to their mistresses who ¥;ere
charged v/ith the responsibility of their v/elfare. Yet,
the patricians firmly believed that only in slavery could
a Christian influence be exerted on them, while thej'' in
t'-om lessened the labor of their ovmers and brought them
prosperity. The leisui-e gained by the aristocrats was
devoted to acquiring a rich culture, and to the enjoyment
of social functions. Y/om.en indulged in lavish self-
adornment and abhorred self-support of any kind. The
slaves, denied education, nevertheless acquired by imita-
tion many of the refined mannerisms and elegairb phrases
of their betters. Realizing their many advantages over
the poor whites, they slyly ridiculed them, and provoked
ill-feeling. The former envied the slaves' material
comforts, yet despised them for their smugness.
V/omen performed men's work during the Civil Vbx.
The shock av/akened them from their ladylike futility.
They left their homes to work in field, factories, and
hospitals. They inspired greater heroism and devotion
to the Confederate Cause. The urge for survival drove
them to unprecedented physical and mental exertions.
Their whole-hearted s^apport is alleged to have prolonged

the conflict. They cheerfully accepted irksome tasks,
and cleverly improvised substitutes for scarce commodi-
ties. Their Spartan conduct during the invasion of the
federal Army, evoked the admiration of the Unionists.
The poor whites aligned themselves with the rich plan-
ters and worked fervently for victory. They feared a
defeat which would free the slaves and place negroes on
their social level. Under the guise of patriotism they
gladly entered the field of industry which vjomen had
scorned. The negroes, bewildered by the confusion, re-
mained faithful to their ovmers, v\forking blindly against
the forces which fought to free them. Education for all
classes ?/as practically suspended, since the energies
of the South were devoted to a struggle which dwarfed
the importance of a subject that tlirives best under the
beneficent regime of peace.
In 1865 multitudes of women in the South faced a
future devoid of the comfort and household ease so dear
to the hearts of all v/omen. The outlook seemed hope-
less; yet by persistence and valor they salvaged v;hat
remained of the old life and encouraged the building
of a newer, more stable one. Undaunted by hardship,
they married crippled, penniless veterans and made
homes where happiness reigned. Disheartened men were
aroused from their lethargy and spurred to renev/ed
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interest and activity'- in the rebuildins of the South.
Corrupt governments, exorbitant taxes, and vindictive
reprisals made life almost unbearable. The aristocrats
maintained their morale holding Starvation Parties
and making light of their hardships. Since poverty
was the badge of aristocracy, it was worn proudly.
The middle class, "nouveau-riche, " flaunted their
wealtii in extravagant homes, clothing, and entertain-
m.ents. Although they were the leaders in the nev;
society, they lacked the prestige which fine old names,
and family traditions gave to the patricians. A more
democratic distribution of land, made possible by the
brealmp of plantations, raised the living standard of
the industrious farm.ing class. legroes, catapulted
to a freedom for which they ;vere unprepared, were as
giddy and restless as children. The preferred treat-
ment given them by the Uorth increased intolerance be-
tween the races. Lawless blacks terrified the v/hites,
and caused the formation of the Ku Klux Klan. Unre-
strained by anyone, many q.uickly sanlc to the depths of
degradation. They were, however, free to determine
what course their lives would take, v;hether for good
or evil. Education revived slowly after the war.
ilegroes were amply cared for by ITorthern philanthropists.

Raids of the Garpet-bag G-ovenffiient s depleted educational
funds in the South, placing a serious obstacle in the
wa5'' of training white children. Public schools were
looked on as institutions of charity, but after 1870
this feeling gradually abated and educational facilities
were open to all - girls as v/ell as boys.
The Southern woman of any class never resumed the
position she occupied before the war. The old ways and
customs were changed beyond recall. They were at last
free of the fetters which slavery had inflicted ux)on
their efforts. New interests in the social and economic
world beckoned them. The old pseudo- chivalry gave v;ay
to a less protected but highly respected position. They
learned contempt for gossip, frivolities, and idleness.
The intellectual interests of these women v;ere large,
and they undertook to develop their capacities in a
serious manner v;hich laid the basis for the e.dvancement
of V'/omen in many fields of endeavor. The strengthening
and development of latent q_ualities of sterling value
in women's characters was an important outcome of their
superb efforts. In short they ceased to strive for the
title "Lady, " and viexe proud to have eaxned the greater
one, "Wom-an.
"
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